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‘L
1

IS FOR

LUCY,

WITH A DOLL FOR HER CHILD’

[ABC]. COMIC ALPHABET. T. Goode, Street, Clerkenwell, London. [n.d., c. 1855].

£ 850

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [8], with woodcut letters and images throughout, letters M to T crudely handcoloured in sweeps and dabs using red, blue and green wash; outter edge chipped and torn in places, just
touching and affecting the image in places, some other light marking in places too; tipped in to the publisher’s
original printed wrapper, woodcut scenes to upper wrapper, with the alphabet, number and word exercises to
the lower wrapper, some wear to spine, and marking to title, but still desirable nonetheless.
Rare alphabet with a rather interesting selection of subjects chosen to
teach and warn little children of the pitfalls of life, including ‘C is a Cat,
who killed a bird to eat’ and ‘D stands for Dunce, who deserves to be
beat’. Particularly risqué is the letter M, for ‘a Monkey, perched on a
tree’, showing a black person seen running away in fright. Those
featuring ladies are mostly quite sedate, including, ‘L is for Lucy, with a
doll for her child’ and ‘N is a Nursery Maid, as you may see’, although
‘O is an Oyster, most folks like to eat’ depicts a rather fearsome
looking Oyster seller! As is customary for this cheap street literature
the publisher has made the most of the available space, including a
Roman Alphabet, numbers and basic lessons on the final two pages,
which is also duplicated on the rear wrapper.
Thomas Goode, printer, and subsequently the firm of Goode Brothers,
printers and publishers, began their business issuing children’s
literature but generally in a cheaper form than that being issued by the
likes of Dean and Son and the Darton’s. The company soon moved
into other areas of production, including valentines and decorative
stationary when competitiveness between rivals began to make inroads
in this lucrative market.
OCLC records four copies in the UK, at the BL, Bodleian, NLS, and National Art library in the V & A, and one
in the US, at Indiana, with several more recorded in microform.

‘A

WELCOME MESSAGE TO A FAIR LADY’S EAR’

2
[ABC]. BERTRAM, James Glass editor. LANGUAGE OF FLOWERS: an alphabet of floral
emblems. Edited by James G. Bertram. Thomas Nelson, London and Edinburgh. 1849.
£ 285

SECOND EDITION. 12mo, pp. [ii] adverts, [ii], vi, 52, [2] ‘Dial of Flowers’; with hand coloured engraved
frontispiece; bound in the original limp publisher’s cloth, upper cover lettered and stamped in gilt, with
bookseller label of ‘Green, bookbinder, printer, stationer, Bookseller &c. Beverley’ on front pastedown, some
light soiling to cloth, but still a very good copy.
Rare second edition of this charming gift book for young ladies, designed to teach them the ‘Language of
Flowers’.
‘The Language of Flora has been traced by its students to widely different sources, each presenting some true
claim to the title, yet none so entirely subverting those of others as to stand forth alone as its originator; for
truly the origin of this voice of the flowers is co-eval with their creation, and is still a tongue sufficiently simple
and attractive to have a charm for every student of nature, and to suggest appropriate emblems, even to the
illiterate rustic, who plucks the way-side daisy, or the blue Forget-me-not, to be presented to some village
maiden as the readiest expression of his love’ (p. iii)
The work is set out in two parts, the first ‘Flowers, and the sentiments which they represent’ (“Gilly Flower =
Unfading beauty, Bond of affection”; “Justicia = The perfection of female loveliness”; “Mandrake = Horror”),
the second ‘Sentiments, and the Flowers which represent them’ (“Female fidelity = Speedwell”; “Lady deign to
smile = Oak Geranium”; “Touch me not = Burdock”), before concluding with ‘The Dial of Flowers’ giving the
times of opening and closing.
The editor James Glass Bertram (1824-1892) set up as a bookseller in Edinburgh and later an editor of the
North Briton and Glasgow News. Apart from flowers he also wrote on flaggilation and sport so clearly had a
wide range of interests.
Not in OCLC, with the earliest edition recorded being 1852, with further editions in 1853, 1856 and 1861 - all
are scarce, with only one or two copies recorded; we have traced one copy of the first edition of 1846, at
Cornell.

A

YOUNG LADIES HOMEWORK EXERCISES

3
ALBERY, Mary. MANUSCRIPT BOOK OF ESSAYS. [Midhurst, Sussex], November 24th 1865 [1867].
£ 385
MANUSCRIPT IN INK. 4to [23 x 19 cm], pp. [180], neatly written on printed ruled paper; original green roan
backed marbled board, 3 cm piece missing form head of spine, marbled edges.

Mary Albert wrote her name in the book on the 24th November 1856 and penned her first essay four days
later. Generally she wrote two pages every seven days or so, and although there is no break in the text, a date
is given under the last word on the second page where she left off writing. It is reasonable to assume that a
tutor was overseeing her work on a weekly basis as according to the dates the writing took place usually on a
Friday or Sunday. Possibly a homework exercise ready for Monday morning?
The bulk of the manuscript is formed of three essays that Mary was set to copy including Macaulay on ‘Warren
Hastings’, and two chapters from Wharton’s Queens of Society on La Marquise de Maintenon and Madame de
Sévigné. the remainder of the manuscript contains much shorter anecdotes and biographies, concluding with
extracts from Martin Farquhar Tupper’s Proverbial Philosophy. A seemingly rather arbitrary group of works,
but Mary dutifully applied herself to the task for two years, the last entry dated November 11th 1867 when
she would have been eighteen.
Mary Albery was born at Midhurst, Sussex in 1848, the daughter of Mary and Edwin Albery, a solicitor in that
town who later became a governor of the grammar school and involved himself in many local organisations
and public works. Mary was to marry a cousin, John Lucas, who became a partner within his father-in-laws
practice. Mary died in 1933, having apparently lived at Midhurst throughout her life.

4
[ALMANAC]. THE HARP, OR, THE NEW MUSICAL POCKET BOOK, London, Printed by
Assignment of J. Poole for Suttaby & Co., [C. Whittingham, Chiswick] 1834.
£ 150
12mo, pp. 128, engraved frontispiece and pictorial title-page, six engraved plates containing 10 views; and as
part of the pagination the almanac proper with wood-engraved head pieces and also seven pages of music;
original red straight-grain morocco, foldover-wallet style, gilt edges, inscribed ‘The Gift of Mrs Benfield
(Matron of H & C Hospital) to Mary Hogben for her good conduct while in the Hospital as a patient. January
1st 1834.’
Included in the work are a portrait of Handel on the title page with an accompanying biography; a selection of
music from ”Vive la Danse” a set of new country dances and waltzes for the year 1834 engraved views of
country houses and tourist spots and a selection of poetry by Mrs Hemens, Thomas Moore, Barry Cornwall,
Alfred Tennyson.
We have not been able to establish the hospital at which Mrs Benfield was matron, and that Mary Hogben
attended.

‘P E R U S E D

WITH PLEASURE BY EVERY TENDER AND RATIONAL MOTHER’

5
BAILLIE, J. ADVICE TO MOTHERS, on the best means of promoting the health, strength,
beauty, and intellectual improvement of their offspring; with instructions respecting their own health
and happiness. The part relative to the body comprizes every thing valuable on that subject found in
the esteemed writings of Dr. Buchan, Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Heberden, Dr. Nisbet, Dr. Cheyne, Dr.
Cadogan, Dr. Herdman, Dr. Moss, Dr. Hume, &c. &c. The part respecting the early culture of the
heart and understanding is drawn from the celebrated works of Locke, Rousseau, Williams, Hamilton,
Edgeworth, Macauley, Godwin, Priestley, Harrow, &c. &c. Interspersed with much original and
interesting matter. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Printed and Published by Mackenzie and Dent, St. Nicholas
Church-yard. 1812.
£ 850
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 318, [1] contents, [1] blank; with additional engraved title; some marking and
foxing in places; bound in contemporary mottled calf, spine ruled in gilt with morocco label lettered in gilt,
joints cracked (but cords holding firm), head and tail chipped, but still a desirable copy, with contemporary red
morocco ownership label of ‘E. Collins, 1814’ stamped in gilt.
Rare first edition of this guide book for mothers ‘on the best
means of promoting the health, strength, beauty, and
intellectual improvement of their offspring’.
‘The nursing and rearing of children, as well as the early culture
of the heart of understanding, are acknowledged to be the
incontestable province of mothers; for, as an eloquent writer
justly argues, if the first and chief part of education, which
concerns us most, had been designed for fathers, the Author of
Nature would doubtless have provided them with milk for the
nourishment of children. In concurrence with this opinion is
the following book of instructions dedicated to females, and
which, it is presumed, will be perused with pleasure by every
tender and rational mother, who will also recommend it to the
serious attention of her daughters, as leading to the purest and
most lasting sources of happiness’ (p. v).
The work is set out in two sections, the first with chapters on
‘Hints to women before marriage’; ‘Rules of conduct during
pregnancy’; ‘Observations on childbirth’; ‘Strictures on rearing
children’; ‘The important influence of air’; ‘Warm and cold
bathing’; ‘Children’s dress’; ‘The food proper for children’;
‘Exercise and rest during infancy’; ‘The abuse of medicine’;
‘Dwarfishness and deformity’; ‘Fatal effects of excessive
fondness’; and ‘Accidents’. Section II covers ‘Object of moral
education’; ‘Desires and aversions’; ‘Origin of pride and vanity’;
‘Improvement of the faculties’; ‘The choice of toys’; ‘Tasks’;
‘Attention’; ‘Books’ (particularly recommending the works of
Mrs. Barbauld); ‘Arithmetic’; ‘Memory and invention’; ‘Taste
and imagination’; ‘Prudence and economy’; ‘Remarks on public
and private education’; and concluding with the rather
enlightening ‘Strictures on female accomplishments’.
The publisher, as his biography notes below, was a strong
radical who tended to issue works that appealed to his own
inclination. Eneas Mackenzie ‘was born in Aberdeen but his
family moved to Newcastle while he was an infant. After a
short career as a shipbroker in Sunderland he became a private tutor and then opened a school in Newcastle.
In 1809 he wrote a History of Egypt which was published in parts by K. Anderson. In 1810 he entered into

partnership with John Moore Dent as “Mackenzie and Dent”. Mackenzie was very much the dominant partner
and under his influence the firm concentrated on printing and publishing works to be sold in periodical parts.
Many, including histories of Northumberland, Durham and Newcastle were written, or at least compiled, by
Mackenzie. On June 25, 1814, the Tyne Mercury carried an advertisement signed by Mackenzie that he, John
Senior, William Scott, George Kelly and John Ayre, “the principal publishers of periodical works in the
counties of Northumberland and Durham” had formed themselves into “the North of England Association of
Publishers, for the prevention and punishment of those frauds and injuries to which they are peculiarly
exposed”. The Association members agreed not to engage each others’
employees unless the former employer provided a testimonial: not “to
disparage the works or characters of any other member of this
Association;” and “to complete every work for which they receive
subscribers’ names, or… to give an equivalent satisfactory to the
subscriber”. No further mention of this Association can be found so it
probably had a short life but Mackenzie followed its principles throughout
his career. In a three-page catalogue of part works available from
Mackenzie and Dent in 1832, obviously usually sold by door-to-door
salesmen, the introduction states— “A perusal of this Catalogue is
requested, as the Bearer will call again, when Specimens… may be seen, and Subscription received. The
numbers… are to be paid for on delivery. To prevent imperfect Sets, Subscribers must continue till the end of
the Work. The Publishers pledge themselves to complete their respective Works”. There were many variant
ways for subscribers to receive their numbers. Mackenzie’s own Account of… Newcastle, 1826, was available
in five 5s parts, or “25 Shilling Numbers”, or “on fine paper, Price 7s 6d each”, or “on strong Royal Paper,
Price 8s 6d”. Mackenzie was a strong Radical, secretary of the Northern Political Union. He was the principal
founder of the Newcastle Mechanics’ Institute in 1824. He died of Cholera in 1832.’ [Hunt].
Of the author of the present work, ‘J. Baillie, M.D.’, we have been unable to find any further information.
OCLC records two copies in the UK, at the BL and NLS, and three in North America, at Columbia, NYPL and
Suny at Buffalo; see Christopher John Hunt The book trade in Northumberland and Durham to 1860 ,
Newcastle, 1975.

DESTINATION

FOR RESPECTABLE

REGENCY WOMEN

6
[BAZAARS]. NIGHTINGALE, The Rev. J[oseph]. THE BAZAAR, ITS ORIGIN, NATURE, AND
OBJECTS… explained, and recommended as an important branch of political economy; in a letter to
the Rt. Hon. George Rose, M.P. Second edition. London: printed by W. Flint; and sold by M. Jones;
Mr. Wicke; and other booksellers. 1816.
[bound with:] CURSORY OBSERVATIONS ON BAZAAR ESTABLISHMENTS. [London] Printed by
Thomas Davison, Whitefriars; for Sherwood, Neely, and Jones, Paternoster Row. 1816.
£ 650

SECOND EDITION AND FIRST EDITION. Two works bound in one, 8vo, pp. 49, [1]; 16, including the half-title,
printed on thick paper; bound in contemporary half calf over marbled boards, spine rebacked and lettered in
gilt, a desirable copy with the mid-nineteenth century Fasque bookplate of Sir John Gladstone, Bart., the father
of the statesman William Ewart Gladstone.
Two pamphlets describing and commenting on the recently established Soho Bazaar, the new shopping
experience, launched by John Trotter in 1815 and opened in 1816.
It became the prototype and inspiration for various imitators including the Pantheon in Oxford Street and
made its proprietor a fortune. John Trotter (1757-1833), army contractor, owned a highly successful business
storing military equipment in warehouses during the intervals of peace, but charging the military authorities an
indecently large rental. His Soho Square warehouse, a substantial 300 x 150 feet in area, stood at the northwest corner of the square. In it, he rented out counter space standings to about 150 vendors at three pence
per foot per day. The Bazaar was a benevolent exercise offering respectable women an opportunity to sell
whatever fancy goods they could make in their homes. In its day the Soho Bazaar became something of a
destination for respectable Regency women.
Nightingale had high hopes for the enterprise and especially so for proper female employment: ‘No
manufacturer, dealer, or other trader, is permitted to enter the Bazaar with a view to expose his goods to the
persons having counters here: all this must be transacted out of doors, and during the ordinary intervals of
business at this place. The utility of this regulation is too obvious to require any elucidation. Persons,
therefore, carrying parcels, bundles, or loads of any description are refused admittance, as also are persons
meanly or dirtily dressed, or otherwise calculated to lessen the respectability of the Place… That the influence
of this Bazaar is calculated to effect the whole of the British empire, I think is very obvious. It is calculated,
when carried to the extent of which it is capable, even on the scale of the present premises in Soho Square, to
become a repository for articles of almost every species of British manufacture: but its professed object is the
encouragement of Female and Domestic Industry, and to open a free passage for the ready circulation of all
works of human ingenuity and useful labour.’
I. OCLC: 47956896; II. OCLC records one copy, at Columbia; apparently no copy in the BL.

AN

ARDOUR FOR KNOWLEDGE, A PASSION FOR LITERATURE

7
[BENGER, Elizabeth Ogilvy]. MARIAN, a novel. In three volumes. Volume I [-III]. Edinburgh:
Printed for Manners and Miller; and Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, London. 1812. £ 1,250
FIRST EDITION. Three volumes, 12mo, pp. [iv], 288; [iv], 271, [1] blank; [iv], 250, 2 advertisements; a clean
crisp copy throughout; uncut in the original paper backed publisher’s boards, spines with printed labels, some
chipping to extremities, but still a very desirable copy, with the contemporary ownership signatures of
‘Elizabeth M’Geough 1817’ and ‘Isabella M’Geough’ on front free endpapers of each volume.

Scarce first edition of Elizabeth Benger’s Marian, which, according to the London Quarterly Review, was a
novel deemed of ‘distinguished merit’.
That said, other critics weren’t altogether so sure: ‘What shall we say of Marian. The moral is unexceptionable
and there is as much contrivance, perplexity, love, danger and so forth, till the heroine is finally united to her
lover as any reasonable reader of such compositions has a right to expect. Whether this will be considered as
commendatory, we cannot exactly say, but we may add what is certainly so to be considered, that it is
exceedingly well written. Some poetry is interspersed and there is one in particular on the violet which is very
pretty’ (The British Critic, Vol. 40, 1812, p. 641).
As an interesting aside, Marian appears on Charlotte Bronte’s ‘List of Books from Smith & Elder March 18th,
1850’, though this is presumably the ‘one-volume reprint’ rather than the present first edition.
Elizabeth Ogilvy Benger (1775-1827) was a biographer, novelist and poet. Impoverished after the death of her
father in 1796, the family moved to Devizes, Wiltshire, and then to London in 1802, where Benger made the
acquaintance of several literary figures. These included the novelists Jane and Anna Maria Porter, and the poet
Caroline Champion de Crespigny, a former mistress of Lord Byron. She later became known to John Aikin and
his daughter Lucy (who noted she had “an ardour for knowledge, a passion for literature”), the poet and
children’s writer Anna Laetitia Barbauld, Sarah Wesley, the writer daughter of the prominent Methodist
Charles Wesley, and the novelist and actress Elizabeth Inchbald. She made a poorer impression on Charles and
Mary Lamb, and on the diarist Henry Crabb Robinson, who described her as “ludicrously fidgety” at a party
where Wordsworth was present. Elizabeth wanted to become a playwright, but she had no success and soon
turned to poetry with a social message. “The Abolition of the Slave Trade” appeared in 1809, with verse by
James Montgomery and James Grahame on the same subject. Then came two novels, including the present,
which was also translated into French. She later turned to non-fiction, translating from German and
introducing a volume of letters by Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock, and to writing and compiling competent
biographical materials on Elizabeth Hamilton, John Tobin, Elizabeth of Bohemia, Anne Boleyn and Mary, Queen
of Scots between 1818 and 1825. She was collecting materials for a life of Henry IV of France when she died
on 9 January 1827.
This copy is consecutively inscribed by two daughters of Joshua McGeough
(1747–1817) of Drumsill House, near Armagh, Isabella McGeough (17871817) and Isabella M’Geough (1791-1861).
Garside, Raven and Schöwerling 1812:23; Summers p. 402; OCLC records
copies in North America at Harvard, Illinois, Delaware, UCLA, Stanford,
Brown, Texas, Alberta, Toronto and the New York Society library.

A

CASE OF STALKING

8
BIDWELL, James. THE COMFORTS OF CUKOLDOM or, use is
second nature By James Bidwell, Coburgh St. Norwich. Tune - Ge ho
Dobbin. Norwich: G. Stewardson, Printer, Duke Street. [1827].
[With:] ALS from James Bidwell to ‘Mrs Billing, Ber St, Norwich’ and
dated Norwich, November 10th, 1827. Folio pp. [2] with intrigue
blank containing recipients address, remains of red wax seal and old
folds for sending as a packet envelope. 1827.
£ 875
An unexpected survival, combining the autograph letter of an event that
spawned a printed ballad broadside.
A facetious letter, written on a rather extravagant folded folio sheet, had
been sent to Mrs Billing, a widow of Ber Street, Norwich, by Mr James
Bidwell. He was a widower living at Coburgh Street. Bidwell had clearly been
rebuffed by widow Billings and was bit unhappy ‘I return you many thanks
for every favour you have done me & much to my surprise, after half a Day
to survey the grounds & Drawing a Plan for the back Gardens and losing
much time besides I am a true Witness to the Hints that was given me by
several Respectable People, (and one who had the honour of Waiting upon
You) but according to your first appearance I could not believe it, till I
prov’d it by experience. But nevertheless I hope I shall be able to get a living
without making your Gardens quite as Honourable to Society as you have
done.’ The reason that the letter is couched in gardening terms is to avoid
legal action of defamation but also because James Bidwell (1795-1883) was a
gardener who originally came from Yaxham in North Norfolk. He had been
widowed the previous year and clearly thought that Mrs Billings had
accepted an offer of marriage.
A draft reply by a third party, initialled ‘WR’, is copied at the foot of
Bidwell’s letter. Here it states that ‘Mrs Billing has just brought me a letter
which appears to have been written to her by you. If that should be the case
it will be for consideration what course should be adopted respecting it.

In the meantime I have to request on the part of Mrs Billing that you will cease from annoying her in the like
or in any other offensive way… any disappointment you may have experienced is not ground for insult.’
Clearly WR was instigating a veiled threat that legal action would be forthcoming should his unwanted attacks
continue - probably today Bidwell would be charged with a case of stalking.
Clearly Bidwell was clearly seen as something to mock and a rather scurrilous ballad in which it states that Mrs
Billing, who is unnamed, was ‘a certain gay lady that was once on the turf / To hook an old codger, had cunning
enough/ The old boy was smitten with the sight of her charms, / resolved he was to take her to his arms.’
According to the ballad the husband died ‘And left all his money to his dutiful wife, / So the widow she rub’d
her eyes with an onion…’ Bidwell is described as ‘A widower was he, and a buck ready made, / He gaped like a
gudgeon to swallow the bait / and scarcely had patience the time for to wait.’ It would appear that Mrs Billing
may have given her ‘promise’ and then by all accounts chose another mate. We don’t know the fate of Mrs
Billing, although we do know that Bidwell lived to a ripe old age and married at least twice more, the last to
the exotically name Britannia Goss.
An unusual item, with the printed ballad apparently unrecorded.

I

AM A WIDOW IN DISTRESS

/ AND

MY FOUR BABES ARE FATHERLESS

9
[BLAKE, Mary]. THE WONDEROUS WORKS OF GOD, Shewn to the Widow and the
Fatherless. Carrall, Printer, York. [1827].
£ 300

ORIGINAL BROADSIDE, [33.5 x 24 cm], with
wood-engraved vignette, in triple column;
with folds and trimmed at head, just
touching text at head, very small hole at
centre with loss of a couple of letters, a
few very small wormholes, some staining
and lightly dust-soiled, but a rare survival
nonetheless.
Rare broadside advocating for ‘The
Wonderous Works of God’ through the
religious experience of a Mary Blake. Telling
of how ‘a person appeared to her in white
and assured her she would soon be
comforted’ after becoming a widow to four
children and contemplating suicide, it then
transpires that the ‘Churchwarden was
next morning found dead’. This short
summary is featured at the top of the flyer
with a crude woodcut vignette. The poem
that follows tells of Mary Blake’s
experience at Strutton Parish and the fate
of both herself and the Churchwarden.
‘Good gentlemen some pity show,
To one whose heart is full of woe.
I am a widow in distress,
And my four babes are fatherless.
My husband paid unto the poor,
All offices he likewise bore.
But since he’s dead in want am I,
And forc’d to crave your charity.’
The printer Michael William Carrell seems
to have suffered in a similar way as he was
widowed in 1824 with eight children to
care for. He is known also for producing his
own woodcut illustrations, and likely the
illustration on this broadside is also from
his hand.
Not in OCLC, however one copy held at
the Bodleian Library with a Mss date of 1827; see Broadside Ballads online Bod6284.

POCKET

GUIDE

10 [BOTANY]. THE DIAMOND FLORIST: a collection of twenty of the greatest favourites of the
flower garden, with their history, culture &c. London: Published by Hailes, Piccadilly; Ackermann &
Co., 96, Strand; and C. Bellamy, Newington Causeway. 1836.
£ 285

FIRST EDITION. Square 24mo [80 x 92 mm], pp. 38; with hand-coloured engraved title and 18 hand-coloured
plates; without the half-title; expert repairs to tears to from free endpapers; some marking and light dustsoiling in places bound in the original embossed roan, spine lettered in gilt, head and tail chipped and joints
cracked (cords holding firm), corners rubbed, missing rear endpaper, with the contemporary ownership
signature of Agnes Rose Muller on front free endpaper; a well used copy, but still charming nonetheless.
Scarce first edition of this pocket guide for ladies ‘of twenty of the greatest favourites of the flower garden’.
Amongst the flowers chosen are the Rose, Carnation, Sweet Pea, Passion Flower, Geranium, Fuchsia, Hyacinth
and the Tulip, of which it is noted that ‘without doubt [is] the most beautiful of flowers. They are hardier than
most other kinds, and consequently less liable to receive injury from cold. They are divided into early and late
blowers; the latter of which are considered the most beautiful’ (p. 5). Original adverts stress that the work
was of practical utility and ‘contains minute directions for raising and propagating the most favourite plants
usually cultivated in the English flower garden.’
No clue is given as to the author or editor of the work. The descriptions, presented in succinct form, are
likely to have been pulled from mainstream works, and the work published at 4 shillings to cater for the new
fashion for ladies gardening at home. Indeed, just two years later, the made propagator of this type of work,
Jane Loudon, published her first botanical work, Young Ladies’ book of Botany, with a further seven works on
the subject appearing over the following 20 years.
Welsh, D.V. Miniature books 2328; Spielmann, P.E. Miniature books 119; OCLC records three copies in North
America, at Indiana, Ohio State and The Morgan, and two in the UK, at Cambridge and the BL.

‘R E A L ’
11

GUIDE TO LOCAL FLORA

[BOTANY]. COLLECTION OF WILD FLOWER SPECIMENS. [English] c. 1840s?.

£ 350

12mo, [12 x 10 cm], pp. 6-80, lacking first two numbered leaves and containing 38 dried and mounted
specimens of flowers and ferns caption in ink below; original limp green cloth and contained in a green cloth
slipcase lettered in gilt on the upper side ‘Wild Flowers’.
Very likely produced as a holiday souvenir, the price of two shillings and sixpence
pencilled on the front pastedown probably confirms this supposition.
There is precious little recorded information, if any at all, on this sort of custom made
souvenir. The plan clearly follows botanical and other colour plate works, usually
published in small format, on natural history subjects that began to predominate in the
second quarter of the nineteenth century. Here, however, instead of reproductions,
real specimens gathered no doubt from the local area, were marketed to visitors in an
attractive volume. Although quite a number of plants are generic to the whole of the
United Kingdom, some of the specimens including that of Evernia prunastr appear to
be more local to the area around Leamington Spa. This would at least place the album
to a location very popular with visitors during the early nineteenth century.
The first two leaves are now missing and may have originally contained a title and ‘A
Gift from….’ type of dedicatory leaf. These have been excised from the work at a very
early period, for the offsetting from the first pressed flower example onto its facing
leaf appears near contemporary.

RICHES

TO RAGS AND BACK

12 BUNBURY, Selina. I AM SO HAPPY. London: B. Wertheim, Paternoster Row; J. Masters, 33,
Aldersgate Street. 1845.
£ 300
THIRD EDITION. 12mo, pp. 32; with engraved frontispiece; stitched as issued in the original publisher’s
decorative wraps, lightly worn, but still a very desirable copy.
Rare survival of this moral tale for young girls, recounting the story of Annie Rivers and her mamma through
the eyes of an officer, their unfortunate loss of circumstances due to the death of her father and husband,
before remarrying the officer and eventually living in a nice country house.
Selina Bunbury (1802–1882) was an Anglo-Irish novelist and traveller. ‘One of fifteen children of a Methodist
clergyman in Co. Louth, Ireland, Selina Bunbury had a distant family connection with Fanny Burney on whom
the young woman seems to have modelled herself. Her father’s bankruptcy obliged the family to move to
Dublin in 1819 and around 1830 the Bunbury’s moved on to Liverpool. After this date, Selina Bunbury kept
house for her twin brother and subsidised her family’s finances by her writing. Following her brother’s
marriage in 1845 she began to travel extensively’. She was subsequently the author of numerous travel books
and some slight romances written in an unattractively wooden style’ (John Sutherland, The Stanford
Companion to Victorian Fiction, 1989, p. 93).
Not in OCLC, which only records the fifth edition of the following year (at the NLS only).

PRESENTED
13

BY HER GODMOTHER

BUXTON, Miss J. E., & BRITTON, Harriet Sophia. SCRAP ALBUM. [English]. 1830s.

£ 325

Folio [31.5 x 20.5 cm] approx. 80 leaves, watermarked ‘1832’ from which 60 leaves mounted with cuttings etc;
original black half roan over marbled boards, spine decorated with a repeated lozenge tool, some wear but
overall in good condition.
A delightful album, presented to Harriet Sophia Britton when she was about fifteen, by her Godmother, Miss J.
E. Buxton, probably around 1839.
Miss Buxton inscribed the beginning of the album with four pages of Biblical quotes giving the rather firm
injunction that Harriet ‘should keep for my sake and often peruse what I have written’. Harriet appears to
have had other ideas and filled the remaining leaves with cuttings from fashion plates, almanacs, illustrations
from magazines, a few pencil sketches and a watercolour, most of which are scavenged from material
published in the 1820’s and 1830’s.
Harriet was born in 1824, the fourth daughter of the Rev. James Britton, who held the living at Great Bardfield
in Essex. She, however, like several of her siblings appears to have lived at Ware in Hertfordshire and was
probably brought up there when the album was gifted to her by her Godmother. She married a widower, John
Fletcher, and the couple eventually settled at Eling close to Southampton in Hampshire and together had six
children. John Fletcher became a successful coal, timber, corn and bark merchant who also supplied rails for

the South-Western Railway. He was to die a few days before Christmas in 1884
and although not part of our albums story, it is worth mentioning that the vicar
who assisted at the funeral on Christmas Eve died the following day as a result
of excessive bell ringing! Harriet seems to have lived out the rest of her days at
Eling where her eldest son had taken over and expanded the family business,
there were plenty of grandchildren and presumably our album was produced
on special days for their amusement too. Harriet eventually died in 1909, having
reached her eighty-fifth year.
We have been unable to determine who Miss Buxton was - she monograms
her initials, so we cannot be sure if her name was E. J. or J. E. Buxton. We do
not believe she was closely related to the Britton’s and it may have been a
family friend connected to the parish of Harriet’s father.

LIFE

HERE, AND OVER THERE

14 [CANADIANA]. PHILIPS, Mary. AUTOGRAPH LETTER OF NEWS FROM A CANADIAN IN
ENGLAND, to her brother in Nova Scotia. Weymouth: 4th September 1814.
£ 750
4to, pp. [4], integral address panel, postmarks, small tear at intact seal.
A long, amusing and gossipy letter by the independently wealthy Mary Philips, to her brother William Philips in
Halifax ‘British (North) America’.
Mary Philips was probably born in Canada about 1765, her father being John Philipps, who may have been
related to the baronacy of Picton Castle in Camarthan, was a successful business of chemist and druggist at
Halifax in Nova Scotia until his death in the first decade of the nineteenth century. John made a small fortune
and Mary was able to live out the rest of her life in England. She established herself in River Street, Bath before
settling at 47 Great Russell Street in Bloomsbury, London, although it is quite clear from the letter that she
was also living for a time in Bristol. She died aged about 80, in 1842, at Boulogne in France with her estate
bequeathed in equal portions to four charities, viz. St George’s Hospital Hyde Park, the Lunatic Asylum at
Hanwell, the asylum for the Blind Blackfriars Road and the Welsh School on Gray’s Inn Road, this last probably
a recognition of her ancestry in Carmarthen.
The letter is addressed to her brother William, a surgeon who trained at Guy’s Hospital in London, however
he returned to Canada, and like his father became a successful businessman. He acted as an agent for the
British drugs trade, importing thousands of pounds worth of drugs to the colony in the early years of the
nineteenth century.

The chatty letter describes Weymouth with it’s ‘beautiful bay’ and the impending arrival of Princess Charlotte
‘who is ordered to the sea for three months for the benefit of her health & the family complaint in her knees
which have been so bad as to prevent her kneeling for sometime’, apparently a bathing machine was being
fitted up for her ‘so we shall be amused with the sight of her’. There were lot of Dragoons to see ‘fine dashers
& a beautiful uniform’, and then there was the current ‘mischief of the Yankies… the coast of Ireland infested
with them.’ She has found various new friends, as Dr William of College Green, Bristol, and his family, and
strongly expresses her desire to see Will and urging him to marry, ‘Bath abounds with Belles’. She also thanks
him for sending ‘superior silk’ which is far better than the stuff smuggled from France, comparisons of prices of
various foods, family news and general observations of comings and goings are also given.
Clearly a very observant independent woman, who was probably great fun to be around.

T H E 20

STAGES OF LOVE

15 [CASWALL, Edward. “Quiz”]. CUPID’S PANORAMA OF LOVE, COURTSHIP &
MATRIMONY … With Twenty Illustrations by ‘Quiz’. London: Read & Co., Publishers, 10, Johnson’s
Court, Fleet Street. [n.d., c. 1860].
£ 1,850

FIRST EDITION. Hand coloured lithograph panorama [measuring 12.5 x 328 cm, folding down to 13 x 15.2
cm], consisting of 20 scenes on four sheets; some light marks in places, but overall a clean copy; concertinafolding into cloth covers, spine expertly repaired, upper board with original publisher’s printed label with a
picture of what appears to be a peepshow with four peep-holes, decorated with Cupid’s bow, a quiver of
arrows, and hearts, some minor soiling and chipping to label, but still a desirable example.
Rare panorama, particularly unusual for having no less than twenty scenes, each showing the stages of love
from admiration to marriage to multiplication (seven children).

The story follows Mr. Lovelace’s journey of love, the scenes, each found with cupid in attendance and with
between two and four lines of text beneath, are titled in turn ‘Admiration’, ‘Palpitation’, ‘Approbation’ (“Mr.
Lovelace is trotted out and obtains a warranty of approval. Cupid enjoys the fun”), ‘Excitation’, ‘Assignation’,
‘Declaration’, ‘Hesitation’ (Mr. L. perseveres; for “faint heart never won a fair lady.”), ‘Acceptation’, ‘Flirtation’,
‘Vexation’ (Mr. L. becomes a victim of the “Green-eyed monster.” “Oh! my lord, beware of jealousy.” Shakespeare. Cupid’s mischief), ‘Explanation’, ‘Salutation’, ‘Consultation’, ‘Confirmation’, ‘Preparation’ (“For
the Bridal Ribbons, Lace, Crinoline, Perfumery, and lots of Bustle everywhere. Cupid all in attention”),
‘Solemnization’, ‘Glorification’ (“The Bridal Breakfast. Happiness was born a twin. Mr. Lovelace declares it to
be the happiest moment of his life”), ‘Gratification’, ‘Harmonization’, and ‘Multiplication’ (“Mr. L. as
paterfamilias. With Cupid as captain, you will safe navigate life’s sea, of LOVE, COURTSHIP, AND
MATRIMONY!!!”).
The illustrator is presumably a man, and indeed we strongly believe that “Quiz” might be the pseudonym of
Edward Caswall (1814-78). It is fair to say he dwells with lingering fascination upon the propensity for the
multi-hooped structures of ladies’ dresses, and indeed he went on to produce two series of ‘Crinoline: It’s
dangers and difficulties’ with no less than 38 scenes!
OCLC records one copy, at Connecticut college; apparently no copy in the British library.

SCARCE

NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF

DOCTOR SYNTAX

16 [COMBE, William]. ORIGINAL LOVE-LETTERS, Between a Lady of Quality and a person of
inferior Station. London: Printed for J. Bew in Pater-Noster-Row. M,DCC,LXXIV [1784].
£ 1,250
FIRST EDITION. Two volumes, pp. viii, 149, [1] blank; [iv], 174, [1] ‘Books lately published by J. Bew’, [1]
blank; contemporary speckled calf, spine ruled in gilt with red skiver lettering piece.
First edition of this uncommon epistolary novel by the satirist, writer and translator, William Combe (17421823).
‘In his Original Love Letters, Combe is again reminding the reader of Rousseau, for La Nouvelle Héloïse (1760)
is also an epistolary account of the love of a man of lowly station for a woman of the aristocracy. The titlepage of Combe’s novel bears as epigraph an apt quotation from his perennial favourite, Addison: “Love, like
Death, levels all Distinctions.” The thirty-five letters are written by a man “of inferior station” and the
daughter of a lord, and once again the story concerns an unsuitable love affair which is not permitted to arrive
at marriage. The difference in station is not the only barrier to the lovers’ happiness, for the man is ill and goes
off to die Bristol Hot Wells to seek renewed health. This enables Combe to utilize familiar material much as
he had in Letter XXX of die Letters of the Late Lord Lyttelton. While in Bristol he reads a newspaper account
of the lady’s forthcoming marriage to someone else and dies before he can learn that the story is false. The
temerity of a man’s falling in love with a woman of much higher rank would seem sensational to Combe’s
readers, but the situation was not without precedent in the social life of the period. The author, in fact, makes
every effort to persuade the reader that these are authentic letters, and that they tell of an unconventional
romance between real persons. “If I could have composed them myself, I would not have yielded the
reputation of them to supposititious characters” (page vi). And once again he gives the reader a mysterious
account of his coming into possession of the manuscripts.
‘The Monthly Review (September 1784) bluntly denies the author’s claims to authenticity. “These artifices are
become so very common, that they have lost the power of imposition.” The letters themselves were
nevertheless praised as “elegant, moral, and sentimental”. According to the Critical Review (October 1784),
the letters were not authentic, but they would have intrinsic interest for “a reader of taste”. Both of these
reviews were perfunctory and conventional. The European Magazine (November 1784) introduced a new
point in discussing the novel: there was “a strong family-likeness between the Hero of the piece and Harley in
the Man of Feeling”. Henry Mackenzie was not yet ready to acknowledge his authorship of that novel, but he
could not remain silent when he saw the sentimental style being debased. In the Lounger, Number 20 (June 18,
1785), he printed a thoughtful defence of the novel of feeling. “In the enthusiasm of sentiment,” he writes,
“there is much the same danger as in the enthusiasm of religion, of substituting certain impulses and feelings of
what may be called a visionary kind, in the place of real practical duties, which, in morals, as in theology, we
might not improperly denominate good works.” He roundly condemns certain publications for their “sickly

sort of refinement” and refers contemptuously to “that common herd of novels (the wretched offspring of
circulating libraries which are despised for their insignificance, or proscribed for their immorality”. Mackenzie
could scarcely have been thinking Combe’s novels when he spoke of immorality, but the Original Love Letters
between a Lady of Quality and a Person of Inferior Station was of the “common herd”, was published for the
circulating library trade, and was in Mackenzie’s sense of the word insignificant. The author of the Man of
Feeling had some reason to deny the existence of any “family-likeness” between Harley and the Person of
Inferior Station, but there was a very large and lucrative audience which read both novels with equal
“enthusiasm of sentiment”. It was not an audience— even the critical reviews did not supply an audience—
which was critical of Combe’s dilettante posture, his mystifications, his trite sentimentality. Least of all was it
critical of his solemn assertion that his own writings were the King’s, or Sterne’s, or Rousseau’s or an Italian
nun’s. Like the critic of the Monthly Review, Combe’s readers were content to find his works “elegant, moral,
and sentimental”’ [Hamilton].
OCLC records two copies in the UK, at Cardiff and the NLS, and seven in North America, at Boston,
Minnesota, Princeton, Nebraska, UC Riverside, Mount Saint Vincent and Case Western Reserve; there is also
a further copy recorded at the BL; see Harlan W. Hamilton: Doctor Syntax – A Silhouette of Combe. London:
Chatto & Windus, (1969).

INCLUDING
17

SILHOUETTES CUT BY

‘M I S S H A W T I N ’,

THE EXTRAORDINARY PRODIGY

COPELAND, Mary Anne. VICTORIAN ALBUM. [Chigwell, Essex] [c. 1825-60].

£ 1,750

4to, [27.5 x 21.5 cm], 96 leaves of cream, blue, red, and cream paper with a variety of watercolours, sketches,
photographs, drawings penned quotes and ephemera either written or pasted on leaves; original panelled
burgundy straight grained morocco, the boards decorated with a panel design in blind, spine defective at foot
and cracked along upper hinge, some damp marks at the inner lower corner of twenty leaves and somewhat
shaken, gilt edges.
A better than usual early nineteenth century album containing a wide variety of watercolours, drawings,
penmanship, cuttings and ephemera, neatly placed in the album by the original owner Mary Ann Copeland with
some further material by contributors.
Among the items chosen by May Anne to fill her album are some from a previous generation. Perhaps the
most interesting are two paper silhouettes by ‘Miss Hawtin, from Coventry’, ‘The likenesses of two Ladies
who witnessed the extraordinary powers of this prodigy at Tunbridge Wells 1774 cut out by her with her feet
in their presence.’ Jane Hawtin was born in 1762 without arms, she would have been fourteen when she was
‘exhibited’ at Tunbridge Wells. We know from the remains of an advertisement sheet placed beside the
silhouettes that Jane was dextrous with needle and thread, drank out of a glass, could pick up money, and had
the ability of ‘cutting devices out of paper’. Although a complete advertisement survives at the Wellcome
Library and a later engraving of her we believe that no there verified examples of her dexterity with paper
cutting survive. Her fame was short lived and lasted only one season seemingly. Other work for the album
include delicate pen and wash illustrations of butterflies and feathers; drawings of various houses and churches,
one in pencil of a weather boarded building which must surely be from her home town of Chigwell; delicate
copies of engravings in pencil; a rather charming movable of a class of children seen though a window; a clever

mock medieval letter from Tractarian and scholar Mary Anne’s brother William John Copland (1804–1885)
addressed to his younger brother George. Also included are various poems and quotes usual to such albums,
although Mary Anne has contributed to have a number of these penned in different scripts
The initial compiler of this album was Mary Anne Copeland. She was born at Chigwell in Essex and baptised on
the 2nd January 1806, so would have been about nineteen when she was gifted this album in 1825 by her
neighbour, Mrs Hanson. Mary Isabella Hanson was the wife of John Hanson, sometime High Sheriff of Essex
who lived at Great Bromley Hall, Chigwell, Essex. As Mary Ann’s father was William Copeland, surgeon of
Chigwell, she would have been well connected with the leading families of the county. She was comparatively
old for the time when she married in 1845 and became the second wife of Samuel Borlase of Castle Horneck
in Cornwall. We do not know much more about Mary Anne’s life except her death occurred on 2nd
December 1882 ‘after many years of great suffering.’ The ‘agony’ may have been both physical and mental as
Mary Anne had one child from her marriage who was named William Copeland Borlase (1848-1899). Although
he seemed a pillar of society, Liberal politician and MP for East Cornwall, he took to fine living, taking a
Portuguese mistress Louise De Quintos, going bankrupt with a debt of £43,000, and so in good Victorian
fashion disowned by his family. He appears on the whole to have been a complete cad and his downfall began a
short time before Mary Anne died. Our album presumably passed to another member of the extended family.

THE

WORKINGS OF A SCHOOL FOR LADIES REVEALED, BY A PUPIL

18 [COULTON, Miss]. TWO RELATED AUTOGRAPH LETTERS ABOUT MISS COULTON’S
SCHOOL FOR LADIES, one including a printed advertisement for the school. Bristol, 13th May 1833
& 15th October 1833.
£ 385
TWO AUTOGRAPH LETTERS SIGNED. Each pp. 4 letter sheet, with remains of seals and refolded and docketed
for filing.
Two unusual letters describing Miss Coulton’s School for ladies at Ashton Vale, Clifton in Gloucestershire.
The first letter from Charles Metwin, dated the 13th May 1833, contains a recommendation of Miss Coulton’s
School to John Guille of St George Guernsey. Interestingly the letter is written on a sheet containing the
printed advertisement for the school: ‘Miss Coulton from Ashton Vale called on me last week understanding I
was making enquiries for a Ladies School, she generally has about 25 young ladies. Mrs Coclin had three of her
daughters educated by her & speaks in the highest terms of her establishment & the motherly attention she
pays to morals & comfort of the young ladies.’ The remainder of the letter includes a copy of a further
recommendation from a Mr Edward of Burlington who also gives the school high praise.
Understandably John sent one of his two daughter’s, Margaret Hubert Guille, to the school and she the
penned her own letter home on the 15th October 1833, when just shy of her fifteenth birthday. This is quite a
revealing letter for Margaret makes a point of mentioning that she was ‘being allowed to answer it without it
being examined so that I can tell you all about my proceedings and the different rules of my new habitation.’
The letter continues with details such as being allowed one frock per week, that they rise at seven in the
morning and are given twenty minutes to dress and make over their beds, and that the room is a bit cramped
as it contains seven beds. Margaret was in Miss Coulton’s first class and therefore is instructed personally by
the principal, the French governess cannot speak a word of English, which Margaret thinks is ‘so much the
better.’ The pupils take a walk twice a day: ‘we are not idle, every new scholar walks with an old one who
teaches her some dates and the remarkable facts in History.’ Further incidentals include that they are all
dressed the same: they are fined sixpence if they leave something about ‘which goes to the poor.’ In
conclusion Margaret notes: ‘I find it very different from home where I was surrounded by every comfort, but
as it is for my benefit & hereafter, I shall do all I can to please Miss Coulton, and fulfil the duties of the school.’
Margaret never married and appears to have lived on an income in Guernsey and latterly in London, where
she died in 1904 aged 88. Of Miss Coulton’s school, little is know, it appears to have begun in 1815 and was
still in existence in 1840, but as an establishment it appears hardly to have been advertised. Rates were
comparatively high at fifty-five guineas per annum with an extra eight guineas each for music, Italian, drawing
and dancing. Perhaps like the first of our letters, the school was able to maintain itself through personal
recommendations and word of mouth and thus avoided the undignified need to advertise.

PRESENTATION COPY
19 CREWDSON, Jane. AUNT JANE’S VERSES, for children; By Mrs. T. D. Crewdson. Illustrated.
London: Charles Gilpin, 5, Bishopsgate Without. 1851.
£ 285
FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY. 8vo, pp. iv, [2], 124, [2]; with frontispiece, additional engraved title
and engravings throughout the text (engraved by J. Johnston, W.G. Harrison, W.G. Mason, and J.T. Smyth
after H. Anelay); in the original green publisher’s cloth, spine and upper boards lettered and tooled in gilt,
minor sunning, and some evidence of water staining to endpapers, but still a very good copy, inscribed by the
author on front free endpaper ‘To my dear little nieces Mary Crewdson, & R. Maria Cowherd, “Aunt Jane”,
Decr. 1851’.
Uncommon first edition, and a desirable presentation copy, of this collection of verse for children of all ages by
Mrs. Crewdson.
‘This unpretending volume needs no explanation by way of preface. The title-page speaks for itself. The verses
were written for various stages of childhood, - some for the early, some for the middle, and others for the
higher steps in the ascending ladder of intelligence. Therefore, though the language will, I hope, be found
simple in all, yet many of these pieces are not intended for the nursery’ (p. iii).
Jane Crewdson (1808-1863) was born in Cornwall, the second daughter of George Fox, part of the Fox family
of Falmouth, who was manager of the local iron foundry. ‘She was also related to Charles Fox, the scientific
writer. The family moved to Exeter in 1825 and on 12 October 1836 Fox married Thomas Dillworth
Crewdson, who was a cotton manufacturer from Manchester. Her religion is unclear, as one source identifies
her as Church of England, whilst her marriage register was marked under the Quaker’s Society of Friends.
Crewdson’s best known work is her hymns. She contributed several to Lovell Squire’s Selections of Scriptural
Poetry (1848). She also worked on poetry, and in 1851 published a small volume of poems, entitled Aunt
Jane’s Verses for Children, which was reprinted in 1855 and 1871. The book was primarily about heroes found
in the Bible as well as some more secular pieces. Her second work was published in 1860 and was entitled
Lays of the Reformation, and other Lyrics, scriptural and Miscellaneous ’ (Wikipedia). She died on the 15th
September 1863 after a period of illness at her home in Whalley Range, Manchester.
OCLC records just four copies in North America, at Toronto, UC Davis, UCLA and Florida.

‘U N U S U A L L Y

BRIGHT AND VIVACIOUS FOR HER AGE’

20 [CURTIS, Emma]. JOTTINGS OF AN OLD WOMAN OF EIGHTY. Brighton: H. and C.
Treacher; London: Hamilton, Adams, and Co., 1858.
£ 150
THIRD EDITION. 12mo, pp. [iv], 177, [1] blank, [2] advertisements; in twentieth century red cloth library
binding, spine lettered in gilt, with library stamps to verso of first three pages, and p. 52, a blindstamp at head
of p. 25, and the label of ‘East Sussex County Library - Brighton Reference Library’ to front pastedown; a still a
good copy, nonetheless.

Scarce third edition of these Jottings of an old woman of eighty , set out
in three parts, ‘The maiden’, ‘The matron’ and ‘The grandmother’, with
each section providing sage advice to young ladies, particularly on early
rising and marriage.
‘A quaint and curious little book overflowing with sympathy, and
companionship of heart for the young, yet offering the wisdom of
experience, and dropping wholesome advice to the maiden, the matron,
and the grandmother, given with such cheerful sunshine of spirit, that
reproof loses its sting, and, as the writer happily expresses it, “while the
bane was fresh before me, I wrote the best recipe I could invent for its
ready antidote, to quickly draw the venom from the wound and restore
the pliant spirit once more to gladness”’ (The Friend).
The author, Emma Curtis, was the cousin of Anna Sewell, author of
Black Beauty, and is known to have presented a copy to her. We know
little of her life, although we know she was born in 1810 at Enfield in
Middlesex the daughter of Richard Wright a civil engineer and so much
younger than her ‘woman of eighty’. She later lived in Greenwich with
her husband James Curtis a surgeon, and then Brighton from the mid
1850’s. Beyond the present work, only one other is known to have been
published that was penned by Emma, Annie Barclay, or, sketches of the
society of friends. (1852). Correspondence sent from Sewell indicates
Curtis spent her later years in Brighton (at 29 Norfolk Square), hence
this third edition being published there. The review in The Friend goes
on to conclude that ‘Her husband says she will be an evergreen as long
as she lives, and this happy perpetuity of youth may be attributed to an
early resolve “to be at least, a cheerful old woman,” having discovered
that “a want of temper - good temper I mean - was about one of the
greatest wants any good woman in the decline of life could be subject
to”’ (ibid). Emma outlived her husband and died at Brighton in 1885.
OCLC records four copies, all in the UK, at Cambridge, Oxford, the NLS and the BL. The first edition
appeared in 1852, quickly followed by the second in the following year, with copies held in the same
institutions.

‘A

PRESENT TO A YOUNG SERVANT’

21
DARLING, Lady Eliza. A HANDY BOOK FOR DOMESTIC
SERVICE. London: Griffin, Bohn and Company Stationers’ Hall
Court. 1863.
£ 185
SEVENTH THOUSAND. 12mo, iv, [2], 156; original green cloth, spine
blocked in gilt.
A new edition of Eliza Darling’s Simple Rules for the Guidance of
Persons in Humble Life: More Particularly for Young Girls Going Out to
Service, with a new title and preface aiming the book for a new market.
‘It may appear strange that an apology should be deemed necessary for
publishing a new Edition of this little work… aided as I was by the
support and countenance of my husband, then Governor of New South
Wales, to found a school in Sydney for the education of thirty girls; an
education calculated to make them either good and useful servants, or,
better still, good and useful wives and daughters to the small settlers up
the country, or, in colonial parlance, “in the Bush.” … as a new edition
is now called for…. [and] as I have no interest whatever in the work,
beyond the desire that it should be found useful; nor of vanity—as it will
be seen from the preface to the first edition I state, that all its merit is
due to others—if I recommend it as a useful book to give as a reward to
the elder girls of our National and Industrial Schools, as a present to a
young servant, and, I may add, not altogether unworthy of the notice of
young mistresses also.’
The publishers appear to have acquired the stereotype plates used for
the ‘Fifth Thousand’ which was printed at Cheltenham 1840, with
Darling taking the opportunity to add a new preface for this London
issue.
OCLC records three copies, all in North America, at the Boston
Athenaeum, Pennsylvania and the Canadian Heritage library.

ORIGINAL

ARTWORK

22 [DEAN RAGBOOK CO.]. [MORRIS, Mittie Mildred, artist]. ORIGINAL ARTWORK FOR
‘PUSSIES AND PUPPIES’ [Issued as Ragbook no. 307]. London, Dean’s Ragbook Co., July 1933.
£ 300
8 original pen, ink and colour illustrations, [covers measuring 14.6 x 11.5 cm, leaves 13.2 x 9.3 cm], with pencil
notes in margins; lightly dust-soiled, otherwise in good state.
A rare opportunity to acquire the original artwork for a Dean & Co. Ragbook. The present example, as with
nearly all of Dean Rag Books, provides a simple but effective way of teaching young children the basics of a
particular topic or pursuit, in the present case, the behaviours of kittens and puppies, where the ‘Naughty
Doggie’ is seen holding a chewed-up shoe in its mouth, the ‘Clever Dog’ spells out CAT in alphabet cards, and
the ‘Fine Fun!’ of the puppy and kittens destroying a book.
The artist, Mittie Mildred Morris (1881-1958) was the only daughter of a Wilson Morris and Eliza Mary. She
had a difficult childhood, seeing her father committed to a mental asylum during the 1880s, and gained her skill
as an artist through her mother, who was a professional painter. Living in London at the turn of the century,
Mittie attended drawing lessons at a Holborn Art School, and went on to marry and divorce the principle’s
son. Nonetheless, she had established a career for herself as an animal artist and went on to illustrate
children’s books for a number of publishers, most notably Humphrey Milford. For Dean’s Rag Book Company
she was commissioned to create eleven larger sized books, for substantial fees. She then illustrated a further
three. Interestingly, Mittie stayed tied to her love of animal illustrations, and avoided introducing human
characters.
See Peter & Dawn Cope, Dean’s Rag Books & Rag Dolls, London, 2009, p. 110.

TRAGEDY

AT THE

THEATRE

23 [DESTITUTE WIDOWS]. THE MELANCHOLY STATE OF DESTITUTION IN WHICH THE
WIDOWS AND CHILDREN ARE LEFT, of poor Douglas & Fennell (The men who lost their lives at
Covent Garden Theatre)… [London]. Printed by W. Reynolds, 9, Denmark-court, Strand. November
23rd 1828.
£ 385
ORIGINAL FLYER. [36 x 21 cm], edges uncut, lightly dust-soiled, with minor stain in one place.
Rare survival of this flyer imploring the public to ‘alleviate [the] sufferings’ of the wives of Douglas and Fennell,
who ‘lost their lives at Covent Garden Theatre’: ‘They have each THREE YOUNG CHILDREN, and are both
likely to become Mothers of a posthumous Offspring’.
During a performance at the theatre, when some 2,000 were in the audience, a rapid escape of gas occurred in
the Gasometer Room. Unfortunately Mr. Douglas, the steward and store keeper who also collected coats and
umbrellas at the door, and Mr. Fennell, the gas-master, got trapped, and were trying to escape the room when
the gas explosion occurred. Apparently a Mr Cooke, who was one of the audience and by all accounts a

busybody, who liked pottering about the theatre, thought to
help Douglas and Fennel find the leak, by taking a common
lamp into the gas room! In the confusion that followed it took
another two hours before the two men could be found, by
which time both had died from asphyxiation. Mr Cooke
escaped with his clothes on fire but inevitably died a week
later. Both had supported their families and so a subscription
was inaugurated. Douglas was reported to have an aged
mother, a pregnant wife and three children, the eldest of
which was an ‘imbecile’, Fennel also had a wife to support
together with three young children. The theatre survived the
explosion although the proprietors agreed to stop the use of
gas as being too dangerous - a lie as they continued to use it
and although Limelight was introduced for the stage lighting
gas continued to be used until the theatre was consumed in
flames in 1856 - probably the result of gas!
The Flyer begs that ‘the smallest contribution to these
afflicted persons’ will be acceptable, and instructs that any
subscriptions are to be directed to a Mr. Fawcett, or Mr.
Notter at the Box-office. No mention of the amount raised
by subscription for the unfortunate Douglas and Fennell
families, has been found.
Not in OCLC, and unrecorded as far as we are aware.

SOPHISTICATED

TOY FOR

FRENCH

GIRLS

24 [DOLL TOY]. DENISETTE et son
Trousseau. Poupee a bourrer a monter et a
habiller soi meme. F.N. Paris. [i.e. F. Nathan, r.
Fossés St Jacques]. [ c. 1925].
£ 850
Containing a ‘rag doll’ cut-out sheet [31 x 40 cm]
and assortment of fabrics, threads, patterns, lace,
button, and hair (presumably human); contained in
the original fitted box, [28 x 20 x 5.5 cm] the
hinged lid with a large printed decorative label in
yellow and blue.
Quite a sophisticated toy for a young girl, and
presumably an adult was at hand to help with the
more complicated task of cutting out from the
patterns.
The design of the doll is based on those produced in
Britain by the Dean’s Rag Book Co. Ltd who had
begun marketing their rag dolls from around 1905.
We cannot be sure if the idea was licensed to the
manufacture of our example F. Nathan, but
probably not. The possibility of registering
something so generic was probably impossible. The
patterns, however, were registered but Nathan,
unlike the British company, designed a doll that
needed to be dressed and added materials and a
box to contain all the parts, something that Dean’s
never aspired to.
This example is, apart from a few metal snap button
and needles, complete and maybe both the recipient
and their mother put it away for another day rather
than grapple with making it up.

We know very little about the toy maker F. Nathan, except that they
were active between about 1920 and 1927 and applied themselves to
producing indestructible and washable rag books, and also rag toys that
could be stuffed. Much like the British company, in fact, who Nathan may
have intended to emulate in supplying the French toy market.

IMPRESSIONS

OF THE

‘H U M A N C O N D I T I O N ’

25 [ELLIS, Sarah Stickney]. CONTRASTS, a series of twenty drawings, designed by S. Stickney.
London, published by R. Ackermann. [Lithographed by Geo. Smith Liverpool] 1832.
£ 875
FIRST EDITION. 4to, lithograph title and 20 lithograph plates set as as facing pairs or ‘Contrasts’; stitched as
issued in original blue lithographed wrappers, somewhat soiled with minor abrasion at corners.
The Contrasts each illustrate a moral chosen by Stickney from Milton, Scott, Burns (the latter not ascribed)
and then paired by her with common sayings.
‘Sarah Stickney’s family were in comfortable circumstances during her girlhood, and, apart from attending the
Quaker school at Ackworth between 1813 and 1816, she was educated mainly at home. As well as receiving a
thorough training in practical housewifery, and helping to bring up her younger siblings, she was encouraged to
read widely in literature by her father, a man of scientific interests and patriarchal authority. Sarah Stickney
also learned to ride and train her own horses and developed a love for animals, natural beauty, and art; in
many ways her upbringing, much more free and easy than that of many nineteenth-century girls, fostered her
considerable resilience of physique and independence of mind. … Sarah Stickney also became proficient in
drawing, water-colour, and oil-painting, and was briefly taught drawing by John Sell Cotman, as she recalled, to
the painter’s gratification, in The Poetry of Life (2 vols., 1835). William Stickney’s financial position worsened
during the agricultural depression of the 1820s, and Sarah Stickney determined to earn money herself, first by
painting portraits in oils and by selling illustrations to Ackermann, who published her Contrasts, a series of
drawings with a moral theme, in 1832; no further published illustrations by her are recorded.’ [ODNB]

Working as an artist was not sufficiently remunerative and instead she devoted herself to writing numerous
books, mostly written about women’s role in society. She worked with her husband, the well-known
missionary (notably to Madagascar), Rev. William Ellis in the London Missionary Society, to promote their
common interest in temperance.
COPAC locates only the V & A copy; OCLC locates two copies at Kent State and Yale.

STROLL,

DANCE, DINE

&

FLIRT

26 [ENTERTAINMENT]. COLLECTION OF POSTERS, FLYERS AND EPHEMERA RELATING TO
THE VAUXHALL GARDENS. [London]. 1831-1853.
£ 2,000
Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens were, certainly for women, one of the most popular entertainment venues in
Georgian London. For its two-century long stretch, generations of Londoners, of each class, came to stroll,
dance, dine, and flirt beneath the legendary lights. In addition to the fabulous entertainment, nights of novelty
and drinking that would excite many, it is no secret that it opened an outlet for the women of London to
enjoy themselves, regardless of their societal status. Alongside the lights of the pavilion, music and orchestral
scenes so often seen in its depiction, the quaint paths and shadowed corners were rumoured to be where the
more promiscuous woman would meet in secret her beau. In fact, the gardens became synonymous with
prostitution, as well as the opportunity for women to gamble and drink, a vast contrast to the fastidious life
lived by many of aristocracy outside of the gates. More than just this, upon entering the garden each woman
would forget their woes and adopt new personalities in a cathartic purge, instead donning ball gowns and
masques. The fee for entry was introduced as a means of deterring the prostitutes and pickpockets, as women
attended in an array of their most fashionable attire to socialise in 18th and 19th centuries.
As such, this interesting group of flyers and ephemera relating to the Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens covers the
entertainment both the Georgian and Victorian woman would have encountered at the gardens as they
attended Masquerade Balls, dinners, and Patronage nights, with details of the performers and their acts.
The importance of food and drink on a night at Vauxhall Gardens is not to be forgotten. In this collection is a
menu dated 1829 detailing the ‘Refreshments’ and ‘Wines’ that could be ordered, with corresponding prices.
Items such as ‘A Chicken’ came at 4s, whilst a ‘Plate of Sugar’ or ‘Cucumber’ were priced at 6d. Most
interestingly, it is noted that ‘The Pastry and Confectionery are furnished by Mr. Farrance’, a popular
confectioner at the time, with shops in Spring Garden, Charing Cross and spreading across the city. In fact, in
Petticoat Government, written by Frances Trollope, mother of Anthony Trollope, Miss Tollbridge and Judith
Maitland wait for their ices and buns in one of the smaller rooms at the Charing Cross restaurant, as he
became a known name for pastries and sweet treats. Small tears, but otherwise good condition. 35 x 12.5 cm.
The collection also includes posters and flyers advertising the various events taking place from the 1830s
through to 1853. In brown and blue print, a poster advertises; ‘Under the Especial Patronage of His Majesty,
Royal Gardens Vauxhall Open Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Doors open at half-past seven. Admission Four
Shillings’. Printed, like many, by Balne, Gracechurch Street. Tears alongside, with small hole in centre. 26 x
40cm. The various leaflets programme a variety of different nights and their events, with spectacles like ‘Facsimiles of the unrivalled Fireworks’ and a ‘Troupe of Equestrians!’. Vauxhall was, after all, the playground of
London for the middle-class woman.

Further included are:
• ‘A Concert of Vocal and Instrumental Music, in the open orchestra. The New Music composed by Mr. H. R.
Bishop.’ Monday, Wednesday and Friday 1831. Notably, there are ‘comic trios[s]’ ‘comic glee’ and ‘comic
sketches’ with both male and female performers. Perfect condition. 29 x 32cm.
• ‘The Last Grand Festival Gala … On Monday 30th June’. 11.5 x 37cm.
• ‘Her Majesty’s Coronation Fireworks for one night only, Next Friday, 3d of August 1838’. A special event
held in honour of Queen Victoria’s Coronation in 1838, with special events. Good condition. 11.4 x 37.6cm
• Opening of the gardens with reduced admission fare and list of performers, Opening ‘June 13th 1838’. An
interesting piece within the collection, which records the reduction in price to ‘One Shilling each’ as the
proprietors ‘reward the public for all their labors’. Entertainment includes; ‘New Dramatic Duologue…
The Tiger & the Tartar’, ‘Groups of Sculpture by male and female artists’, ‘Dioramic Mechanical Paintings’,
‘Illuminations’ and other spectacles. In good condition. 15 x 49cm.
• ‘Vauxhall, Grand Gala Fete, Ball, Fire-works and balloon ascent’, Tuesday, August 9th 1842. Perhaps one of
the most splendid pieces, this large Poster details the events of the evening. Alongside the ‘Pantomimic
Sketch of Toad in a Hole!’ and ‘Sculpture in different colored fires’, the focal point is a large illustration of
three men balancing upon each other, titled; ‘The celebrated Anglo Bedouin Arabs. Whose wonderful feats
have gained them the title of the WONDERS OF THE WORLD’. Top and bottom half are stuck on card,
with middle exposed, in good condition. 25 x 65cm.
• Opening of gardens for 116th season – Monday May 29th. Under ‘Her Majesty, H. R. H. Prince Albert, and
the Royal Family’. Events include a ‘Pyrotechnic Display’, a ‘French & English Troupe of Equestrians’ and ‘a
Grand Pictorial and faithful representation of the Noble and Ancient City of Constantinople!’. Tears around
edge. 12 x 23cm.
• Gala for ‘His Majesty’s Birthday’ on ‘Monday 12th August’. Tears around edge. 12 x 30.5cm.
• ‘Gentleman’s ticket. Another Bal costume and Masquerade on Friday August 19th, 1853’. The ticket, which
‘Admits two’ is signed and details that the attendees must be in mask. Good condition. 12 x 9.5cm.
• ‘Notice. Vauxhall. Farewell!’. Two leaflets stuck on card and taken from a scrapbook detailing the final closing
of Vauxhall Gardens on Monday, July 25th. ‘On Tuesday, July 26th, Workmen will commence taking down
the whole of the Buildings and clearing the Grounds’’. Whole piece; 28 x 22cm.
• ‘The Grandest Night of the season, in Honor of the Birthday of our most gracious Sovereign. The Patron of
these Gardens’. A flyer for the ‘First Grand Gala’ held on the evening of Friday August 20th. Good
condition. 12 x 36cm.
Ultimately, the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were the age of entertainment and leisure, culminated in
Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens which provided an experience like no other. It is said that its demise in 1859 ended
an era, never to be repeated, but to be forever remembered as an experience like no other.

DISCOURAGING

MILITANCY

27 FAWCETT, Dame Millicent Garrett. AUTOGRAPH
LETTER SIGNED TO A MISS GIBSON, on the position of
the suffragists and the ‘criminal folly of a few fanatics’.
[London] 2 Gower Street, July 21st 1912.
£ 1,850
3½ pages comprising approximately 30 lines in ink, some minor
foxing, but all clearly written in a strong hand.
An extraordinary letter by a prominent ‘suffragist’ highly critical of
the ‘suffragettes’ and their militant policy of direct action. ‘We
suffragists’ Millicent Fawcett writes, ‘have had a time of great trial
just lately seeing our good cause sullied and thrown back by the
criminal folly of a few fanatics. It is no good reasoning with them.
They are not open to reason. I know that although you are not
exactly one of us, you will sympathise with us. ‘. Millicent Fawcett
(1847-1929), also widely known as Mrs Henry Fawcett, leader of
the women’s suffrage movement, became president of the
National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies in 1897. She also
campaigned for the Married Women’s Property Act and was
involved in many other women’s issues. As a convinced ‘suffragist’
she vehemently opposed the militant suffragettes (1905-1914) as
the present remarkable letter demonstrates.
The recipient may have been Miss Gracie Gibson of the Irish
Women’s Suffrage Society, the letter was chiefly to apologise for
not sending on some photographs of Fawcett and her late
husband. The day previous to our letter Millicent had had a letter
published in several paper condemning militancy amongst some of
the suffragists ranks, several newspapers carried the letter chiefly
in the same column as the latest militant outrage, an alleged
attempt to burn down the Theatre Royal Dublin. Writing the next
day to Miss Gibson, Millicent Fawcett could not but comment on
this event at the outset of her letter.

FOR

THE LADIES GAMING TABLE

28 [FORTUNE TELLING FAN]. THE NEW GYPSEY FAN: [London:] Published by D. Kerr. [c.
1818-1820].
£ 2,750
A stipple engraved and partly hand coloured paper fan leaf [19 cm x approx. 35 cm wide when open]; some
minor dust-soiling and marks in places, and a small of two fortunes partially inked over [see below]; mounted
on plain shaped wooden gorges with a brass and mother-of-pearl pin, [overall 19 cm high].
Designed to be used in conjunction with a pack of cards, the use of the present fan indicates that it may have
been an adjunct to the Regency gaming table.
The instructions are given in the central area, where ‘The Art of Fortune Telling by Cards’ is given. ‘Take a
pack of cards, shuffle and cut them two or three different times, lay them on the table nine in a row; if a man
he must choose one of the four kings to represent himself; if a woman, she must select one of the queens:
then the queen of the chosen king, or the king of the chosen queen, will stand for husband or wife, mistress,
or lover, of the party whose fortune is to be told, and the knave of the suit for the most intimate person of
the family; remember that everything is within your circle as far as you can count nine any way from the card
that represents the person his wife, or her husband, and their intimate friend; and also, the ninth card every
way is of the greatest consequence.’

Picking a card leads to the answer engraved on the fan: Five of diamonds ‘Shews you will have good children.’;
Three of clubs ‘Shews you will be married 3 time to wealthy persons.’; Eight of hearts ‘Is a sign of drinking and
feasting’; Ten of spades ‘Is a card of bad import, it will counteract the good effects of the card near you.’ The
original owner of this particular fan was probably disturbed by two answers for the ace and deuce of spades
and has crossed them out in ink. The answer thereof for the Ace is ‘Relates to the affairs of love, when upside
down denotes a death’ and that for the deuce ‘signifies a coffin, but whom it’s for depends on the card near it.’
Maybe in polite society this was rather too distressing.
We know very little of the maker of this fan David Kerr, however he was recorded as living and working from
6 St Ann’s Lane, Aldergate Street in 1818 and at 1, Castle Street, Falcon Square in 1820. That year an
employee, Lucy Wilson was indicted for stealing on the 30th of October ‘a gold ring, value 10s.; four printed
bound books, value 6s., and four fans, value 1s., the goods of David Kerr’. Lucy was at least given a lenient two
months imprisonment from that time of punitive sentences. Kerr had moved to 50 Wood Street, Cheapside
by 1830 and despite being in business for at least twelve year’s overall our fortune telling fan appears to be the
only one Kerr actually put his name to.
We have been able to trace one similar example of this fan in the Schreiber Collection at the British Museum
[1891,0713.111].

RACIAL
29

STEREOTYPING AS A GAME

[GAME]. SPIN & OLD MAID. De La Rue & Co., 110, Bunhill Row, London. [c. 1893].

£ 185

Complete with 49 colour printed cards [79 x 62 mm] including 6 suits, one card torn in two and badly
repaired with adhesive tape, and one ‘Old Maid’ card; contained in the original sliding box with a coloured title
card to one face, box defective, with a facsimile of the rules.

The suits of cards each illustrates ‘types of different nationalities’ including British, Turkish, Indian, Choctaw,
Negro and Japanese, with the eight cards in each suit representing the King, Queen, Prince, Princess, Judge,
Jester, Nurse, and Baby.
Some racial stereotyping have gone into the designs with the suit for ‘Negro’ more racist than that of the
others, but only by a degree as all have various tropes, typical of the late nineteenth century prejudice with
only the British cards anywhere near free from any real prejudice.

HEALTHY

DRESS FOR GIRLS:

‘P R E V E N T I O N

IS BETTER THAN CURE’

30 [GIRLS]. HOW TO BE STRONG AND BEAUTIFUL. Hints on Dress for Girls. By a member of
the National Health Society. London: Published for the National Health Society… by Allman and
Son… [c. 1880s].
£ 185

SIXTH EDITION. 8vo, pp. 16; stitched as issued in the original printed publisher’s wraps, lightly sunned and some
minor chipping to extremities, but still a very good example.
Rare survival of this late nineteenth century guide to appropriate dress for girls, and how it might improve
their health, by ‘a member of the National Health Society’.
‘The dress of young girls in the present day is the cause of so much weakness and ill-health, that it is a matter
of great importance to bring the prominent defects of their attire clearly before the girls themselves, and
before all mothers and guardians who are responsible for the well-being of female children. Every parent
desires to have blooming daughters physically fitted to lead happy and useful lives, and if the great evils which
are now being inflicted on her children by their dress can only be brought home to each mother, there is no
doubt that a much needed reform will result. The evils from which girls suffer arise mainly from three sources
- first the great weight of clothing fastened round the delicate organs of the waist; secondly insufficient warmth
or warmth distributed unequally over the body; and thirdly the pressure upon the heart, lungs, and other vital
organs by unyielding bands’ (p. 3).
Usefully several diagrams and illustrations are provided throughout the text, one showing the ‘deformed
position of the Organs’ and a ‘deformed waist’.
OCLC records one copy of an 1880 edition, at Trinity College, Dublin, and two copies of an 1883 edition, at
Oxford and Cambridge.

ABOLITIONIST’S

DAUGHTER ON THE

GRAND TOUR

31 [GRAND TOUR]. BUXTON, Richenda Catherine. ALBUM COMPRISING 57
WATERCOLOURS… and/or pen and ink sketches documenting a journey through France to Italy in
1850 and 1851.
£ 950
Oblong 8vo., [17 x 21.5 cm], the sketches all on paper or card mounted in the album, original cloth-backed
marbled boards, with a gilt-tooled morocco label lettered ‘Italy. No.1’ applied to upper cover. In fine state of
preservation.
A charming album put together by Richenda Buxton (1820-1858), a daughter of the abolitionist and social
reformer, Sir Thomas Fowell Buxton and Hannah Gurney, the latter a daughter of John Gurney of Earlham
Hall. The album was evidently put together during a tour through France and Italy together with her younger
brother and sister-in-law Charles and Emily Buxton. The location and date of each sketch is identified on the
verso and include views of Nice, Cannes, Manton, Genoa, the Appian Way, Vesuvius from Pompeii, the
Palatine, Rome, &c. &c. Inscribed on the front free endpaper is the legend ‘Sketches taken in the journey with
Charles & Emily 1850 & 1851 Richenda Buxton’.
Richenda had the wealth to travel often as other sketchbooks survive held at the Norfolk Records Office
including a trip to Scotland, 1840-1841, Caithness and Orkney, 1841, Devonshire, 1854, and her honeymoon in
Switzerland, 1856. We have no account of what Richenda thought of Italy but her watercolours and sketches
are devoid of people, her main interest was is the glories of Italy’s past and landscape. We can probably get
some idea of her thoughts through her brother’s reaction to Italy, for on his return he gave a lecture to the
YMCA at that bastion of evangelicalism, Exeter Hall. This was the second visit to Italy that Charles Buxton had
made ‘After giving a brief geographical sketch of Italy, and describing the interesting remains of ancient Rome,
Mr. Buxton proceeded to contrast the wretched, beggarly, and stagnant state of the people, who live in the
most glorious country in Europe—a country abounding in every description of natural beauty, and rich in
every element of fertility. This degraded position of the people he traced to the inherence of the Papal

religion, which, by its numerous ceremonies and appeals to the senses, only rendered the minds of the people
puerile and trifling. This was the effect on the humbler classes. On the minds of the upper classes the effects
was even more saddening: they laughed at the follies and the superstitions of those below them, but were not
allowed by the government any substitute for those superstitious.’
Charles chiefly entertained his biased audience with a tirade on the Papacy and probably their tour was
conducted in total isolation from the Italian people. We have no idea if Richenda had the same views as her
brother, however, though one suspects they may both have had a similar outlook when discussing Catholic
countries.

LETHARGIC

AND

INDOLENT EXHIBITORS

32 [GREAT EXHIBITION]. [CLAYTON, Benjamin]. THIS IS THE GREAT EXHIBITION OF THE
IDLENESS OF ALL NATIONS which may be Carried away for One Shilling. [London]: Dean & Son,
Printers. [Published by] G. Mann, Cornhill. [1851].
£ 2,250
Hand-coloured lithograph strip panorama [12 x 230 cm overall], consisting of four sheets conjoined, some
light dust-soiling in places; folding into publisher’s original boards, the upper cover with an illustration of a
showman in military attire drumming up an audience for a show consisting of a Punch and Judy-style booth
with what appear (curiously) to be marionettes rather than glove-puppets dancing on the stage, spine expertly
repaired, covers slightly marked, but nevertheless, still an appealing example with the label of Paton & Ritchie,
Booksellers & Stationers, 3, South Hanover Street, Edinburgh pasted to upper cover.

Rare panorama consisting of 75 captioned vignettes of the people of many nationalities idly wasting time or
misbehaving themselves in mostly harmless ways: “A Highland Gentleman practising the Art of Boozing,” “John
Bull sleeping on the National Debt,” “A Hindoo Gentleman enjoying Hookah,” “Young Irish Lady doing
penance by walking on sharp stones round a well,” “A New Zealand Chief polishing the skull of one of his
enemies,” and so on. It concludes with ‘A French Patriot playing Battledoor [i.e. battledore] & Shuttlecock’, the
character hitting two crowns and a bonnet-rouge into the air.

Although unsigned the artist for the work is clearly Benjamin Clayton (1809-1883), what little we know of him
comes mainly from his daughter the writer and artist Ellen Creathorne (1834-1900). Benjamin was born in
Dublin but moved his family to London in 1841 hoping to be a history painter, however his gifts lay instead
with illustration, firstly producing his own periodicals Chat and Punchinello. A journal of wit, wisdom and
romance but later having to work for other publishes, first with Ackermann & Co., and later for Dean and Son.
The publisher George Mann at 39 Cornhill together with Dean & Son issued several panoramas at the time of
the Great Exhibition, the partnership ending with Mann’s death in 1852.
OCLC records one copy only, at Toronto.

XENOPHOBIA!
33 [GREAT EXHIBITION]. ONWHYN, Thomas. MR & MRS JOHN BROWN’S VISIT TO
LONDON TO SEE THE GRAND EXPOSITION OF ALL NATIONS, How they were astonished at
its Wonders!! Inconvenienced by the Crowds, & frightened out of their Wits, by the Foreigners.
Designed & etched by T. Onwhyn. [London:] Pub. by Ackermann & Co. [1851].
£ 2,000
Strip panorama cut in to twelve pages, with title and 20 scenes, all coloured by hand; some spotting, and
soiling to verso’s in places, but overall clean throughout; bound in later half red roan, spine lettered in gilt,
some rubbing to extremities, but still a desirable item.
Satirical study of British xenophobia aimed at visitors to the Great Exhibition, with Chinese, Russians, Africans,
Bedouins, Germans, Esqimaux and American Indians each being mocked in turn.

Consisting of twenty hand coloured etchings with captions, telling the story of the visit to the Great Exhibition
of Mr and Mrs Brown and their two children, and their subsequent walk through Hyde Park, visit to Regent
Street, and then a visit to a theatre. The exhibition is too crowded, and the capital swamped by foreigners. In
the final scene, the family, ‘Not able to find sleeping accommodation at the Hotels or Lodging Houses … make
themselves as comfortable as they can in a Cab for the night, with orders to be driven to the Station for the
first Train in the morning, having had enough of London & the Exhi[bition]n.’
The work was originally produced as a panorama, here being cut into pages and bound as a booklet.
Abbey, Life, 592; OCLC records three copies in North America, at Yale, Rochester and the Boston
Athenaeum, and two in the UK, at Liverpool and the BL.

RALLYING

AGAINST

UNGODLY SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS

34 [GUINNESS, Jane Lucretia]. BEAUTIES AND WONDERS OF NATURE. Bristol: Published by
W. Whereat. 1846.
£ 400
FIRST BRISTOL EDITION. 8vo, pp. xiii [1], 406; four engraved plates including a frontispiece; some light foxing
to plates, otherwise clean throughout; bound in the original blue blind stamped publisher’s cloth, spine
lettered and tooled in gilt; a near fine copy.

Unrecorded Bristol printing of Sketches of Nature, comprising views of zoology, botany, and geology,
illustrated by original poetry, by Jane Lucretia Guinness.
The author seems worried by the appearance of modern scientific research into the natural world and wishes
to counter such ungodly publications with a more spiritual investigation into God’s creation. She was clearly
exercised about the new discoveries of geology and refutes vigorously contemporary ideas: ‘Geologists may
invent speculations about [ancient rocks] as there are molecules in its substance, but beyond two or three
simple facts, nothing can be learned.’ In fact anything that could upset her firm beliefs are here rejected.
‘The pleasures arising from the cultivation of the imagination, should be such as are friendly to truth and
morals; or, if otherwise, their effect must be pernicious to the mental condition in a degree proportioned to
the excess of their influence… The commonplace details of everyday life - flow from what channel they may –
have but a feeble sway over minds so organized as to derive enjoyment only from the due excitement of their
native energies and sympathies. It is this which draws the inexperienced within the inebriating power of those
enchanting but fallacious and prejudicial compositions, which, beneath many Proteus-like disguise, insinuate
themselves into the evils, but the evil does not cease here — their negative influence by which the sympathies
are refused to legitimate objects, by which all science, whether natural, mental, or moral, becomes absolutely
vapid and inane, must swell the amount of their agency.’
Jane Lucretia Guinness is probably best remembered as the widow of John d’Esterre who was fatally wounded
by Daniel O’Connell in their famous 1815 pistol duel. She was the daughter of the composer and violinist
Wilhelm Cramer and in 1829 remarried John, the youngest son of the brewer Arthur Guinness. This was the
beginning of the evangelical wing of the Guinness family, yet despite this enthusiasm Jane appears to have had
just two works of her own published.
The work first appeared in 1843. Evidently the Bristol printer, W. Whereat, bought the remainder sheets and
reissued the work under a new title, without the authors name and with his own imprint, though clearly the
paucity of copies seems to indicate the venture was not a success!
Not in OCLC, and unrecorded as far as we are aware.

UNRECORDED
35 [H.C.F.]. THOUGHTS IN MANY MINDS ON ANIMAL LIFE. Gathered by H. C. F. London:
Printed by the Women’s Printing Society, Limited, 66, Whitcomb Street, W.C. 1899.
£ 385
FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. 49, [1], [1] imprint; interleaved
with blank leaves throughout; original while glazed paper
backed cloth, spine lettered in gilt top edge gilt, slightly rubbed.
The work was issued to raise awareness of animal rights, very
probably by a member of the Humanitarian League. Although
we do not know the identity of H.C.F. they were well enough
connected to be able to gain the permission of the publishers
for quotes from George MacDonald, Sarah Tytler, Edwin
Arnold and others.
The Women’s Printing Society was founded by Mrs. Emma A.
Paterson in 1876, the aim of the Society was to improve the
conditions of wage-earning women. A few friends put up
capital, and by the 1890s they received the maximum 5%
dividend they allowed themselves, most of the profit going to
the employees, who were shareholders. From 1893, they were
at 66 Whitcomb Street by Leicester Square, where twenty-one
women and five men and boys were employed. In 1908,
purpose-built premises were opened at Brick Street, Piccadilly;
at that time they employed thirty-three women and girls, three
men, and six boys. The Society closed in 1955 leaving no
surviving records of its business activity.
The interleaving of the work was designed to allow purchasers
to add their own lines or sketches, but are here left blank.
See Elizabeth Crawford The Women’s Printing Society at
https://www.bl.uk/womens-rights/articles/the-womens-printingsociety; not in OCLC.

EARLY ENGLISH
36

ADAPTATION

[HAUFF, Wilhelm]. CALISTA. [n.p., n.d., c. 1830].

£ 850

MANUSCRIPT IN INK, in a neat hand, 4to, pp. 103, including final page of text on the inside of the back cover, in
wrappers of the same paper, loosely stitched (some sections loose), a couple of small marks on covers, split
to hinge, but holding, overall a desirable item.

Early manuscript English adaptation of Swanhilde,
a fairy tale by the Württembergian poet and
novelist Wilhelm Hauff (1802-1827).
‘On leaving the university, Hauff became tutor to
the children of the Württemberg minister of war,
General Baron Ernst Eugen von Hugel (1774–
1849), and for them wrote his Märchen (fairy
tales), which he published in his Märchen
almanach auf das Jahr 1826 (Fairytale Almanac of
1826). Some of these stories are very popular in
German-speaking countries to this day, such as
Der kleine Muck (The Story of Little Muck), Kalif
Storch (Caliph Stork) and Die Geschichte von
dem Gespensterschiff (The Tale of the Ghost
Ship)—all set in the Orient—as well as Der
Zwerg Nase (Little Longnose), Das kalte Herz
(The Cold Heart or The Marble Heart) and Das
Wirtshaus im Spessart (The Spessart Inn), set in
Germany’ (Wikipedia).
The present version of Swanhilde features the
Princess Calista, an unappreciated ‘beau-ideal
Grec’, and Friedbert, an upwardly mobile hermit,
an assortment of fairies and swans, all bound
together with all the emotive passages essential
for a good fairy tale.
A note on the inside front cover states ‘In Print
Calista has 154 pages: 6 words in a line - 20 lines
in a page’. This may relate to the original German
edition which our translator used when working
on their translation - perhaps Hauff’s Sämtliche
Werke (Collected works), edited by Gustav
Schwab, published in three volumes, 1830–1834.
The present version is all the more curious as it is some 60 years before Carrie Norris Horwitz’s translation,
Swanhilde and other fairy tales, published in Boston in 1889.

THE

GREATEST OF ALL THE VICTORIAN
WOMEN PHILANTHROPISTS

37 [HILL, Octavia]. OCTAVIA HILL AND
RECREATION by S.H. Hamer, Esq., and Sir
William Hamer, M.D. London: S. & A.M. Flutter,
Sutherland Terrace, [1932].
£ 250
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 8; together with loosely
inserted related letters and a typescript (see below);
stapled as issued in the original brown printed wraps.
Booklet of two speeches of personal reminiscences of
Octavia Hill with emphasis on her work on recreation
for the people. These speeches, by S.H. Hamer and Sir
William Hamer, were made at a meeting of the
Association of Women House Property Managers in
1931/32. Loosely inserted are letters by a W. Thomson
Hill (a relative?) who was attempting to have published
his book about her, and another draft typescript, being
also an appreciation of Hill.
Octavia Hill (1838-1912), the daughter of a corn
merchant and banker, was influenced by her father’s
interest in penal reform and the work of her
grandfather, Thomas Southwood Smith, on fever and
sanitation. Educated at home, in 1852 she went to
London to work at the Ladies’ Guild, a ChristianSocialist co-operative association managed by her
mother, where she met John Ruskin and Frederick
Maurice. She taught slum children, and earned money
by copying pictures. In 1864 Ruskin sponsored her
proposal to improve three local houses, acquiring

capital by managing the schemes as a five per cent investment. Her schemes expanded rapidly, their success
due to the knowledge of building, finances, rates and legal matters with which she backed her idealism. From
1884 she was appointed by the Church Commissioners to manage their property in Southwark and elsewhere.
She also campaigned for the preservation of open space and recreation areas and was a co-founder of the
National Trust in 1895. She worked with the Charity Organization Society, but preferred voluntary to official
schemes, and refused to join the Royal Commission on Housing in 1889. She did, however, serve with the
young Beatrice Webb on the Poor Law Commission (1905-8). Her written works include Homes of the
London Poor and Our Common Land.
Not in OCLC.

CULINARY

ADVICE FOR THE

GREAT DEPRESSION

38 [HINCKS, Marcelle Azra, aka ‘Countess Morphy’]. MONSIEUR
ALPHONSE’S ‘DON’T WASTE’ CAMPAIGN. A series of six sheets of
captioned artwork. [Londo: Herbert Joseph, 9 John Street, Adelphi,
W.C.2. [circa 1932].
Series of 6 sheets [56 x 19 cm] each with a strip cartoon containing 5 scenes
[each 10 cm sq] with typed titles and captions; some minor dust soiling spotting
and minor edge tears but generally in good condition.
The original artwork was produced in the early 1930’s as a follow up idea based
on ‘Countess Morphy’s’ successful Kiddies Cookery Cards of 1932.
The six sets of cartoons and text are all concerned with using up various
leftovers from the kitchen, including: No.1 Don’t waste tops [of vegetables] - No.
2 Don’t waste young pea pods - No. 3 Don’t waste dour milk - No. 4 Don’t
waste cooked or left-over potatoes - No. 5 Don’t waste stale bread - No. 6
Don’t waste the nasturtiums.
We believe the idea may have been actuated by the Great Depression or Great
Slump in the United Kingdom which reached its zenith in the summer of 1932.
Anyone contemplating and also able to afford buying such a publication probably
had no need to make such economies as advocated here. Herbert Joseph who
published the previous Kiddies Cookery Cards series maybe just shelved the idea
as unlikely to be a commercial success.

£ 300

Marcelle Azra Hincks (1883-1938) was an American born British food writer who published most of her
works in conjunction with the Selfridge department store in Oxford Street where she gave cookery
demonstrations. As Hincks died at the comparatively early age of fifty-five in 1938 her work on ‘Don’t Waste’
just missed the war years of rationing when such works became almost universal guides to economical use of
short supplies.
Together with the artwork are two examples of the ‘Countes Morphy’s’ Kiddies Cookery Cards of 1932.
The only significant biographical details of the author/artist can be found on Wikipedia.

‘L A D I E S C O V E R O U R S T R E E T S W I T H A N E T W O R K O F S T E E L ,
SPIN ABOUT LIKE SOME OVERCHARGED CATHERINE WHEEL’
39 HOCK, Leichter, pseud. CRINOLINE IN ITS BISSEXTILE PHASES. London: published for the
author by Robert Hardwicke, 192, Piccadilly. 1864.
£ 350
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. x, [11]-116; original purple cloth blocked in blind with title in gilt on upper cover,
extremities and spine faded and slight chipped at head of spine.
Scarce first edition of this work written to mock the Crinoline fashions as it reached its apogee of size in the
1860’s.
The work contains a combination of prose and verse written by way of communications to journals and
newspapers. Examples include:- T. Quiet, Esq., 11, Newspapers Buildings, Inner temple - Mrs Buttermilk, Née
Streamy, (widow,) Full-Moon Lane, Dulwich - Charon, The badgered Waterman on the Styx, - Doctor ed
Johnson - Miss Pauline has her say. The Great Globe, Leicester Square. - On ye various applications of the
Crinoline, by the editor of the “Nursery Record.”
The above mentioned Mrs Buttermilk explains ‘I’ve no patience with men who presume to express / Their
stupid opinions concerning our dress. / If such should compete for your prize, Mr. Judge, / Take my word for
it, all they say will be—fudge / This certainly proves that woman know best; / And, if this is the case, what
matters the rest? / Men may quote Aristophanes, Whately, or Mill, / And talk enough “logic” to make us feel ill
/ Prate as they like about learning and books,/ I’ve found more common-sense oft in my cooks.’
The London Review dismissed and thoroughly condemned the work ‘We have never seen a greater
concentration of stupidity, vulgarity, occasionally flavoured with obscure suggestions of indecent allusion, than
in this volume of doggerel verse and dull prose, the author evidently thinks himself a wit; but we shall be
surprised to get anybody to agree with him’.
The value of Crinoline in its bissextile phases lies chiefly in the negative social comment that fashion
engendered, making fun of women, dress and anything else that came within the realm of current fashion as
fair game for ridicule. The badgered waterman observes ‘But if I lived in London and sat much at windows, / I
never should sneer at the habits of Hindoos. / Why blame the poor widows if fire is their passion, / When
you’d rather be roasted - than alter your fashion’. Another poem essayed by ‘Dick Sharp’ comments by giving a
glimpse into the secret of Victorian family life ‘Yet sly married people, when indoors, / Delight to be grumbling
about / what they couldn’t have thought was indecent, / Unless they’d been peeping when out!’ Maybe this is
what the reviewer found to be so objectionable. At any rate the doubtless male author was not about to find

any publisher to pay for issuing his work and had to carry forward the collection at his own expense.
OCLC records four copies in the UK, at Cambridge, the Bodeian, NLS and the BL, and one in North America,
at NYPL.

SAVED
40 [INDIA]. THE LITTLE SIKH GIRL. [London] Religious Tract
Society: 56, Paternoster Row; 164, Piccadilly. [n.d., c. 1870?]. £ 85
12mo, pp. 8; with one engraving; stitched as issued in the original printed
publisher’s wraps, lightly rubbed
Scarce first appearance of this tale of the conversion of a ‘Little Sikh Girl’
published under the auspices of the Religious Tract Society, as no. 35 in
their ‘New Short Stories’ series.
‘The little child seemed happy indeed to be with Christians, and showed
much love to her new mother, and to all the girls and people about her;
but we could not find out what made her wish to come to a Christian
lady, for Hindoo children generally would rather go to any one than to
Christians. Dear child! God had put it into her heart, and we were richly
repaid for all the care we tried to take of her, and what we did to nurse
and cherish her little weak body.’ (p. 4)
The back cover of the present work contains an advert listing all the ‘New
Short Stories’ in the series, ours available in ‘Packet E’. Although the
production of such tracts was significant, the destruction rate must have
been immense, thus explaining their rarity today, The Little Sikh Girl not
being listed in OCLC, except as part of a group held at the Rochester
Institute of Technology, in New York.

‘W I L F U L

MURDER OF HER FEMALE CHILD’

41 [INFANTACIDE]. COUNTY OF GLOUCESTER. A Calendar of Prisoners for trial at the
Assizes and General Gaol Delivery to be holden at the Shire Hall, in Gloucester, On Tuesday, the
Twelfth day of August, 1862; before The Honourable Sir John Barnard Byles, knight … and The
Honourable Sir Colin Blackburn, Knight… Gloucester: Printed by E. Power & Son, 6, Westgate
Street. [1862].
£ 285
Folio [42 x 26 cm], printed on blue paper pp. [6], some light marks and tear to fold but otherwise in good
condition.
Of the 44 prisoners brought for trial at the assizes, four were women who were charged with ‘Wilful murder
of her female child.’ We know from newspaper reports that one of the women was Elizabeth Hale, a twentysix year old servant who was found not guilty of murdering her three month old child. The other case involved
the alleged murder of the newly delivered child of a farm servant, Hannah Hall. Hannah lived on a farm with
John and Mary Thurston and their daughter Mary Ann. What appears to have happened was the concealment,
birth and murder of the infant. John Thurston may have been the father, Hannah, however, gave Queen’s
evidence stating that the Thurston’s had murdered her child. It is quite clear from the trial that the judge, jury
and court knew what had happened but chose to give a verdict of concealment rather than murder, and found
fault with all four defendants, each handed two years of penal servitude.
The other cases brought up at the assizes were the usual breaking and entering, malicious killing of a mare,
grievous bodily harm, obtaining money by a forged instrument, placing stones on the railway tracks etc., plus
some occasional cases of perjury, and one case of manslaughter.

This copy of the Calander has the name ‘H.W. Newman’ penned at the head of the sheet and a few other
penned notes against some of the defendants. We know that Newman was on the County Grand Jury at these
Gloucester assizes, so would have been present at several of these trials.

‘I’ M

BEGINNING TO GET THE OLD ITCH AGAIN’

42 JONG, Erica. A SMALL ARCHIVE RELATING TO THE AMERICAN NOVELIST, SATIRIST,
AND POET, ERICA JONG, comprising a TLS to Tom Rosenthal of Martin Secker, a further TLS from
him to literary agent Michael Sissons, an annotated Proof duskjacket for ‘Loveroot’ and a quantity of
other carbon copy correspondence. [London & New York] 1972-1974.
£ 500
Excellent small collection of correspondence relating to the
publication in Britain of Erica Jong’s first novel and her masterpiece,
Fear of Flying, the book which became famously controversial for its
attitudes towards female sexuality and subsequently figured
prominently in the development of second-wave feminism, as well as
further correspondence on her 1975 poetry collection, Loveroot.
Addressed to her publisher at Secker and Warburg, Tom Rosenthal,
Jong’s long letter is typed on her headed ‘20 West 77th Street’
paper. The lightly annotated 350 word letter responds to
Rosenthal’s cover proof of Fear of Flying with some wariness: ‘I
cannot in honesty say that I find the cover beautiful, but I am willing
to trust your publisher’s judgement’. She congratulates him on his
‘letter about boobs and tits. I’ve been talking to my poetry seminar
about the lack of beautiful words for sexual acts (and organs) in
English’ and details her efforts to arrive at ‘an invented sexual
language’. Jong appends 11 corrections to her novel, some spellings
as well as ‘page 213 (computer belched!), spacing is completely
screwed up in lines 2 and 3 of letter to Charles’. Jong ends the letter by discussing her creative state of mind
post Fear of Flying. Rosenthal has initialled the letter in red with two question marks for his assistant Sophia
Macindoe whose carbon copy letter in reply refuses Jong’s requested corrections with a prolonged apologia:
‘in the present circumstances which range from paper shortages to lack of electricity, we dare not make any
changes to the schedule on Fear of Flying which would otherwise come out next winter.’

A letter from Michael Sissons at A D Peters and Co introduces Jong’s 1975 poetic collection Loveroot with a
proof dustjacket for the Holt, Rinehart and Winston imprint of the collection bearing manuscript corrections
to her biography, possibly in Jong’s hand. Ronsenthal’s response to Sissons’ proposal of the book’s publication
is present in carbon, offering a lament for the state of poetry publication in England at the time: ‘Roughly
speaking, our losses in publishing the poetry have just about been counterbalanced by our subsidiary rights
income from Fear of Flying’ further discussing the British public/ press response to Fear of Flying. Additionally:
Sophia Macindoe: carbon of note to Anthony Thwaite asking for ‘report’ on Loveroot; eight carbon copies of
letters requesting rights for quoted texts in Jong’s collection, Half Lives, with small quantity further
correspondence.
Novelist, poet and feminist, Erica Jong (b. 1942) has published over 20 books, including eight novels, six
volumes of poetry, six books of non-fiction, and numerous articles in magazines and newspapers. In her first
novel, Fear of Flying (1973), she introduced Isadora Wing, who is also a central character in three later novels.
As John Updike put it in his review of Fear of Flying, Jong achieved ‘A sexual frankness that belongs to, and
hilariously extends the tradition of The Catcher in the Rye and Portnoy’s Complaint.’

AIDE-MEMOIRE ‘FOR

THE BUSY HOUSEWIFE OR HER MAID’

43 [LADIES]. FISHER, C. THE LADIES’ GLANCE GUIDE for
Mistress and Maid. Thousands of suggestions, reminders and kitchen
secrets. Some old, Some new. Compiled by C. Fisher. Printed and
Published by Chas. Brodie & Co., Ltd. [n.d., c. 1910?].
£ 95
12mo, pp. iv, 68; original purple card wrappers, title embossed in white,
cotton cord.
Published as a sales gimmick to encourage the use of Gresham’s Laundry at
Bromley Common, London, which was run from 1903 by Mrs Edith Mary
Chidley.
The introduction explains ‘Numerous handy Guides and Time Tables are
published to assist men’s memory, but no one seems to think that ladies
require assistance in the same direction. The Ladies Glance Guide and Time
Table of Cookery does not presume to teach not take the place of a cookery
book. It is intended to be for the busy housewife or her maid what timetables are to gentlemen, so that when in doubt the memory may be readily
refreshed… The particulars relating to Births, Deaths, Marriages, Cleaning,
Laundry, etc. are woman’s questions and this without doubt is a woman’s
book.’
Clearly written before universal suffrage presenting a rather conservative
view of a women’s role in society!
OCLC records one copy, at McGill (dating it to 1903).

CULT

OF FERN MANIA

44 LANKESTER, Phebe. A PLAIN AND EASY ACCOUNT OF THE BRITISH FERNS; together
with their classification, arrangement of genera, structure, and functions and a glossary of technical
and other terms. London: Robert Hardwicke, 192, Piccadilly. [1860].
£ 150
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xv, [i], 108, [4] advertisements; with frontispiece and eight engraved plates, all
coloured by hand; some minor foxing in places, otherwise clean throughout; original blind-stamped green
cloth, spine and upper board lettered and tooled in gilt, gilt edges, lightly rubbed, otherwise a near fine copy.
First edition of Phebe Lankester’s first work, a revision of Edwin Bosanquet’s Plain and Easy Account of British
Ferns (1855), published to join the wave of great Victorian fern mania.
Phoebe Lankester (1825-1900) was a British botanist known for her popular science writing, particularly on
wildflowers, parasitic plants, and ferns. Her writing incorporated both technical, high-level text and writing
accessible to the lay reader. Lankester published under the name Mrs. Lankester, with her books combining
scientific rigor with interesting information about traditional medicinal uses of plants. She also lectured on
science and wrote a syndicated column on women’s topics that ran in provincial newspapers. Her other works
include Wild Flowers Worth Notice (1879); Talks About Plants, Or, Early Lessons in Botany (1879); The
National Thrift Reader (1880) and British Ferns (1881).
OCLC: 3809985.

GOTHIC

TALE FOR CHILDREN

45 [LEWIS, Matthew Gregory]. A TRUE HISTORY OF A LITTLE OLD WOMAN who found a
silver penny. London: Darton and Co., Holborn Hill. [Circa 1860].
£ 385
Large 8vo [24 x 16.5 cm], pp. [14] including pastedowns; hand-coloured woodcuts throughout; original
decorated blue wrappers printed in red and black, rebacked with a strip of cloth, some minor surface loss, but
still a good copy, inscribed on ‘[F]or dear little Ada with Aunt Marion’s Love, June 3d, 1861’.
Apparently the first separate edition of this rather alarming tale by the celebrated gothic novelist, ‘Monk’
Lewis. The text first appeared in Margaret Baron-Wilson’s The Life and Correspondence of M.G. Lewis: With
Many Pieces in Prose and Verse 1839 and was written originally for a manuscript weekly paper issued each
Saturday whilst Lewis was staying as a guest of the Duke of Argyll at Inveraray Castle, Argyll in the 1790’s.
The tale revolves around an old woman who buys a pig with her new found sixpence, but as it won’t jump a
style she then encourages a dog to bite the pig. There then follows a series of interlocking fates that prevent
the old woman getting home with the pig.

‘The Dame still went on till the Butcher she met. “Mr Butcher,” says she, “be so good just to set / Your knife
to the throat of the Bull in your, view, / And slit me his windpipe a little or two;/ For he won’t drink the water
which won’t quench the Flame, / Which won’t burn the Stick, (I declare it’s a shame,) / Which won’t beat the
Dog, which is greatly to blame, / For it wont bite my Pig, who that stile in sight / Won’t cross, and I shan’t
reach my cottage tonight.”’
Still the old woman has no success with a rope to hang the butcher, or a rat to gnaw the rope but last ‘No
objection was made by the liquorish Cat, / Who began without speaking to eat up the Rat, / Who as briskly
began the rope to gnaw, / Which began round the Butcher its noose to draw…’. Of course everything falls
into place and the our ‘Old Woman’ does get home with her pig.
Some slight modification to Monk’s original verses were made to make the lines ‘suitable’ for children, but
enough is left to greatly worry our own more delicate sensibilities.
Darton H1164; OCLC locating copies at Toronto, Princeton, Florida and Randolph College, Lipscomb Library;
apparently no copy in any British institutions.

BUYING

IN A COLLECTION

46 [LONDESBOROUGH, Ursula Lucy Grace, Lady]. CROKER, Thomas Crofton, editor.
CATALOGUE OF ANCIENT & MEDIÆVAL RINGS AND PERSONAL ORNAMENTS FORMED BY
LADY LONDESBOROUGH. Printed for Private Reference. MDCCCLIII. [1851].
£ 450
FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp viii, [2], 88; two folding engraved plates and numerous woodcut text illustrations;
later cloth preserving original upper wrapper printed on blue paper and inscribed to ‘F. Royston Fairbank
M.D.’, with later blindstamp to title.
The collection was ‘purchased by’ then ‘formed by’ Lady Londesborough, having come through the hands of
the author via the collector George Samuel Isaacs (1825-1876).
The catalogue gives a detailed description to each of the pieces together with additional information on such
other early pieces that subsequently joined Isaacs group of objects. Prior to his moving to Adelaide, Australia,
in 1850 Isaacs sold his collection of rings and brooches to Thomas Crofton Croker. Croker ‘passed’ this
collection on to Lord Londesborough and here it was published as the Lady Londesborough catalogue in 1853.
Lady Londesborough (1823-1883), or her Lord, then sold or gifted a number of items, some of which
eventually reached the British Museum. Isaacs stipulated that he wanted £500 for the collection when he
offered it to Lord Londesborough. Eventually Croker’s purchase amounted to just £200, but with a stipulation
from Isaacs that the collection remained intact - clearly this went by the wayside after it entered
Londesborough’s hands. One feels from the introductory text that the ‘deal’ included the writing of this
catalogue. Lord Londesborough died in 1860 and his widow remarried to Lord Otho FitzGerald the following
year, but the collection was not apparently part of her dowry.
OCLC records one copy only, at the BL.

HOME
47

TUTORING

LOVETT, Miss. ORIGINAL EXERCISE AND POETRY NOTEBOOK. [English]. [Circa 1810].
£ 500

8vo, ff. 40, loosely inserted into early eighteenth century panelled calf [see below].
Originally the notebook began as twelve octavo sheets sewn together to form a forty-eight page notebook
with the sheets used as exercises, with place names in various countries together with short notes. This
strongly indicates the use of a work similar to Abbe Gaultier’s A Complete Course of Geography by means of
Instructive Games to plot the various places of importance in the world. The leaves, however, have then been
pressed into a secondary use with transcripts of contemporary poems including Wordsworth’s ‘Lucy Grey’,
‘The Idiot boy’, Erasmus Darwin’s ‘Retrospective’, John Cunningham’s ‘Contemplatist’, William Rogers ‘The
Tear’, etc.
Miss Lovett may have been tutored at home and the notebook forms some of her education, either under
another member of the family or a governess. The pages have been loosely placed into some old panelled calf
covers from the early eighteenth century octavo, here repurposed as a small portfolio, the endpapers
illustrated with amateur watercolours of a church on a hillside and a rustic farm.
Most exercise books are more sophisticated than this example and are
usually purpose made and purchased for the classroom. Perhaps education
for Miss Lovett was of a more economical character and scrap paper and
binding were pressed into use as an expedient. Certainly an unusual survival,
if rather makeshift in appearance.

UNRECORDED
48 [LUTTON, Ann]. LIFE OF ANN LUTTON. Mysore: Wesleyan
Mission Press. 1892.
£ 375
FIRST BURMESE EDITION. 12mo, pp. [150]; with engraved frontispiece and
several woodcuts throughout the text (one full page); bound in
contemporary calf (‘bound by Addison & Co., Madras’ with their book label
on rear pastedown), upper board lettered in gilt, lightly rubbed; with the
later bookplate of John Brown on front pastedown; a desirable copy.
Unrecorded Burmese edition, printed in Mysore at the Wesleyan Mission
Press, of what appear to be extracts from Memorials of a consecrated life,
compiled from the autobiography, letters, and diaries of Anne Lutton , first
published in London in 1882.

Ann Lutton (1791-1881) was an Irish born (in Moira, County Down)
Wesleyan Methodist preacher. ‘She was a loyal follower of established
religion but was intrigued by Methodism and followed this
denomination in addition to her own. She recorded her conversion as
the 14th April 1815. She became a leader within the Methodists
although she was confirmed at a Church of Ireland ceremony. The
early Methodists had encouraged women preachers. The Methodist
leader John Wesley had reassured another Irish preacher, Alice
Cambridge, that she should follow her heart if she was inclined to
preach, but she should not preach near a male preacher as she may
take some of his audience, but the church changed their policy in
1803. However they did allow women to preach to other women.
Before 1831, she preached at 27 northern Irish locations on nearly
160 occasions starting in 1818. In 1829 she published Poems on Moral
and Religious Subjects. It was reported that men dressed as women so
that they could join the large groups who went to hear her revivalist
enthusiasm’ (Wikipedia).
Not in OCLC, and unrecorded as far as we are aware.

WITH

FRONTISPIECE BY

NOEL HUMPHREYS

49 MALING, Elizabeth Anne. THE INDOOR GARDENER. By Miss Maling, author of ‘Indoor
Plants.’ London: Longman, Green, Longman, Roberts, & Green. 1863.
£ 275
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xix, [i], 274, [2] blank, 32 advertisements; with handcoloured lithographed
frontispiece by Noel Humphreys; lightly foxed in places, otherwise clean throughout; in the original blind
stamped green publisher’s cloth, spine lettered in gilt, slight splitting to hinges (but binding holding firm), cloth
lightly sunned, but overall a very good copy.
Uncommon first edition of this charming ‘very simple but comprehensive guide to Room and Greenhouse
Plant-growing’ for the Victorian middle-class housewife.

The work is set out over twenty three chapters, over half of which are dedicated to individual monthly guides
as to the best plants to grow throughout the year. The second half provides information on seeds, cuttings,
soil, potting, pruning, watering, remedies for blight, and wintering plants, before concluding with final sections
on plant cases, window boxes, flower stands and hanging baskets. It is interesting to note that the frontispiece
is supplied by Henry Noel Humphreys, ‘drawn in April [1863] from plants that were then in bloom at Mr.
Veitch’s nursery, in King’s Road, Chelsea’. Indeed, the author concludes her preface with the description which
Noel Humphrey’s had sent to her.
Elizabeth Anne Maling (1830–1866) was the daughter of rear-admiral Thomas James Maling, however her
mother was the second daughter of Erasmus Darwin and his second wife Elizabeth Collie, doubtless a
knowledge of plants would have been part of Maling’s education. Of independent means she lived in Chelsea
and clearly took some of her knowledge from the Chelsea Physic Garden and the extensive market gardens in
the area. Her writing came to an abrupt end when she married in 1865 Count de Wandalin Mniszeck, a Polish
noble. Unfortunately Elizabeth died the following year, just a few weeks after giving birth to her infant
daughter, the child having predeceased her by a week. Maling’s other related works included: Flowers and
foliage for in-door plant cases (1861); Song birds, and how to keep them (1862) - also issued in the same year
as Birds and Flowers and Flowers for Ornament and Decoration, and how to arrange them .
OCLC records four copies in North America, at the Smithsonian, Columbia, Toronto, and Massachusetts
Horticultural Society.

50

[MARRIAGE LAW]. COLLECTION OF 21 PAMPHLETS. The collection comprises:

1. DENMAN, Lord. Reasons for legalising marriage with a deceased wife’s sister. London: Hatchard and son, Piccadilly 1851. ‘Eighth Thousand.’ Pp. 27.
2. [ANON]. Facts, opinions, and national testimonies, tending to prove the scriptural lawfulness of marriage with a Deceased Wife’s Sister. London:
James Madden, 8 Leadenhall Street, 1856. Pp. 23.
3. BICKERSTETH, Rev. R. Marriage with a Deceased Wife’s Sister. Opinions of the Rev. R. Bickersteth and other eminent Divines in favour of the
Lawfulness of Marriage with a Deceased Wife’s Sister. London, 1852. London: Hatchard, 187, Piccadilly, 1856. Pp. 12.
4. ST. GERMANS, Edward Eliot, Earl of. Marriage with a Deceased Wife’s Sister Speech in the House of Lords, Monday, June 21, 1852 London: Seeleys
Fleet Street and Hanover Street, M,DCC.LII [1852]. Pp. 24.
5. JENKINS, Robert Charles. Marriage with a Deceased Wife’s Sister. A glance at the argument from antiquity. London: Hatchard, 187, Piccadilly, 1856.
Pp. 11, [1] blank.
6. JENKINS, Robert Charles. The Canons called Apostolic. With an introduction. London: Hatchard, 187, Piccadilly, 1856. Pp. 32.
7. BROWN-WESTHEAD, Joshua Proctor. The XVIIIth chapter of Leviticus not the marriage code of Israel. London: J. Hatchard and Son 187, Piccadilly,
1850. Pp. 28.
8. DENISON, Edmund Beckett. The validity of marriages with a wife’s sister, celebrated abroad. London: John W. Parker and Son, West Strand.
MDCCCLII [1852]. Pp. 29, [1] imprint.
9. DENISON, Edmund Beckett. Marriage with a Deceased Wife’s Sister. The substance of an article in Fraser’s Magazine for January 1850; with some
additions. London: John W. Parker and Son, West Strand. MDCCCLI [1851]. Pp. 56.
10. DENISON, Edmund Beckett. A short letter on the Bishop of Exeter’s speech on the Marriage Bill. London: John W. Parker and Son, West Strand.
MDCCCLI [1851]. Pp. 8.
11. ST. GERMANS, Edward Eliot, Earl of. & GAGE, Henry Hall, Viscount. Marriages Bill. Speeches of … in the House of Lords, Tuesday, February 25,
1851. Printed for the Marriage Law Reform Association. London: James Madden, 8 Leadenhall Street, 1851. Pp. 32.

12. ’ELDER OF THE FREE CHURCH’. Reasons assigned by an Elder of the Free Church for declining to sign a petition to Parliament against a Bill for
legalising marriage with the sister of a deceased wife. Glasgow: David Robertson [and others], 1853. Pp. 40.
13. ’ELDER OF THE FREE CHURCH.’ Supplement to Reasons assigned …. Glasgow: David Robertson [and others], 1854. Pp. 48
14. STANSBURY, Joseph & M’CAUL, Rev. Alexander. Marriage with a Deceased Wife’s Sister Correspondence on the true interpretation of Leviticus,
XVIII 18. London: J. Hatchard and Son 187, Piccadilly, 1853. Pp. 4.
15. GRINFIELD, Edward William. An expostulatory letter to the Right Rev. R. Wiseman, D.D. London: William Pickering. 1850. Pp 20.
16. ’AN ENGLISH CHURCHMAN’ An examination of the Rev. John Keble’s tract against profane dealing with Holy Matrimony, in regard of a man and
his wife’s sister. London; Houlston and Stoneman, 65 Paternoster Row, 1849 Pp. 31, [1] imprint.
17 [ANON]. Marriage-law dialogues. A day too late; or, a glance at the working of the Marriage Law of 1835. London: Effingham Wilson, 11, Royal
Exchange. 1852. Pp. 8.
18. SLEIGH, W. Campbell. A letter to the Lord Bishop of Exeter, in reference to his speech in the House of Lords … for legalizing marriage with a
Deceased Wife’s Sister. London: Ward & Co., 27 Paternoster Row [and others]. 1851. Second Edition. Pp. 39, [1] blank.
19. [ANON] ‘The Marriage Question’. A full report of the discussion on the Shamrock Street and Thornliebank Memorials, in the United Presbyterian
Synod, on 5th May 1854. Glasgow: William Logan 32 Sauchiehall Street, 1854. Pp. 22.
20. KERRY, Sir Peter FitzGerald, The Knight of. A brief argument against the present law affecting marriage with a Deceased Wife’s Sister> 1853.
London: Hatchard, 187, Picadilly, 1853. Pp.12.
21. WHARNCLIFFE, John Stuart-Wortley, Baron. Wharncliffe Speech of Lord Wharncliff on the presentation of Petitions, praying and Amendment in
the Act of the 5th and 6th Will. IV. Respecting Marriages within the Prohibited Degrees of Affinity. Taken in shorthand – Corrected by His
Lordship. Printed by the Marriage Law Reform Association. [London]: 29 Parliament Street, 1851. Folio, pp. 4.

£ 450

8vo and folio, bound together in the mid-19th century in half calf over marbled boards, spine gilt with raised
bands, marbled edges; in fine state of preservation.
A remarkable collection of pamphlets on the controversial question of the lawfulness, or otherwise, of a man
marrying his deceased wife’s sister.
From 1835 it was illegal in England for any man of any faith to marry his deceased wife’s sister, and by those
who knew about the law such a marriage could be accomplished only through perjury. Once made, the
marriage could be declared null if someone with standing asked for a judicial sentence of nullity. The
consequences of making such a null marriage could be severe. In cases where children were born during the
second marriage, nullity would make them illegitimate, and cases were known where legal conveyances
contrived by their father to permit them to inherit had been overturned by the children of his first marriage. It
also meant that couples in the same marital circumstances who took their vows either side of 1835, could be
received with society’s approbation, or shunned for committing ‘incest’.
The arguments were many and detailed from both sides. Generally those who saw the Bible as the ultimate
truth felt that such marriages were against God’s law; whilst those with more a progressive or scientific
outlook thought the restriction as punitive and ridiculous. The act was repealed in 1907, or rather for men to
marry their sister-in-law it was, but then they had forgotten to repeals the effect it had for widow’s intending
to marry their brother-in-law, something still prohibited until 1921. Nieces and nephews had to wait until 1931
for clarification.

NIGHT & DAY

BY THE

SEASHORE

51 [MECHANICAL SCREEN FAN]. [JOUR SOLAIRE]. [Paris:
Alphonse Giroux]. [c. 1825].
£ 4,500
Hand-screen, the shaped board held with a turned ebonized handle, on
the verso two winders each with a bone knob protrudes from the foot of
the screen on either side; turning the winders activates a roller placed
above each winder on the reverse of the screen; in the centre of the gilt
edged screen is a ‘window’, behind which the hand coloured engraved
translucent moving panorama can be viewed, on the back of the ‘window’
is protective cotton gauze, the face of the fan measures 200 x 220 mm
overall, the handle extends the total height to 370 mm; some minor paper
repairs to the back of the fan but generally in fine working condition.
Rare survival of this mechanical screen fan depicting an imagined scene by
the seashore through the period of a full day.
The panorama consists of several scenes drawn in order to form one
continuous view. The scene progressively records life on a beach
throughout the day, from early morning to late at night. The first activity
is a number of men walking on the beach with rakes over their shoulders
in search of shellfish; a couple in a skiff are seen drifting along as day
begins to break; a few swans paddling in the shallows as the sun rises with
various fishermen and servants beginning the days work whilst sailing ships
appear on the horizon. A group including a well dressed man and two
women with their dog are making their morning stroll whilst a raft is
making a crossing later in the day, an old man rests on a rock whilst a
group of swimmers take to the water. In the evening before sunset a
rather grand barge gently plying the sea and having several ladies under a

canopy whilst being rowed by several men in livery can be seen. At sunset a cart with hay is seen wending its
way home whilst some children play a game on the beach. With dusk falling a milkmaid and her cow and other
small boats are gathered about and when the moon rises a young man is seen whispering sweet nothings to a
young maid. The final scene includes a group of fishermen holding flares and casting their net into the sea from
a boat.
The front face has a bucolic scene showing two young women reading under a tree, to the left of them
a hunter espies them from behind a tree; the to the right side a shepherd is seen tending to a flock of
sheep. Another example we have seen has a small label on the verso which reads ‘Écrans Panorama
Par Brevet d’Invention’ which may have also once have been on our example; both examples have a
small blind stamped monogram ‘J S’ on back of the fan which was probably added by the fabricator.
Although not invented by Giroux, it was, however, in his shop that these delicate movable fans were
marketed from about 1820: ‘Alphonse Giroux shop was opened in 1799 at 7, rue Coq-Saint-Honore
(today’s Rue Marengo). The business was founded by Francois Simon Giroux, who sold paint pigments and
accessories for artists. In 1838, his son Alphonse Gustave Giroux became the director, and the company
named Alphonse Giroux & Cie. Its main claim to fame today is L. J. M. Daguerre’s original daguerreotype
camera that it manufactured and marketed (1839). Alphonse Giroux was Daguerre’s brother-in-law. In 1857,
the shop moved to 43, boulevard des Capucines, where it remained until 1867, when it was taken over by
Duvinage and Harinckouk. In 1874, Ferdinand Duvinage became the sole proprietor [Huhtamo].
Erkki Huhtamo notes that a patent by the brothers Robert-Michel and Claude-Lambert Gaucheret was
awarded in 1820 and suggested that Giroux would only have been able to market the fans after this had
expired. However, it is more probable that Giroux was working with the Gaucheret brothers very soon after
the patent was granted. In one of a short series of articles describing well established Paris shops for the
journal Le Réveil for 22nd December 1822 the writer gives a vivid descriptions of the screen fans on sale by
Giroux.
‘Here we are before the famous screens whose ingenious subjects have made Giroux’s reputation; you have to
buy some; for, is it not the prettiest present to make to a lady? when the winter is cold and the hearth
burning, you can remain in front of the fire without fear that the heat of the flame could damage the delicacy
of its complexion… What would you like? There are different kinds here. Do you want cylinder screens or
wheel screens? Do you want a dramatic screen? where are represented the most piquant of our theatres,
where a picturesque screen, the views of Saint-Cloud, or transparent screens that offer amateurs copies of the
paintings of the masters of the French and Flemish School; buy quickly, because I want to show you various
objects that I intend to show you’ [translation].
These delicate items that were marketed ‘écrans à cylindre’ or ‘écrans à roues’ and were only fashionable for a
brief period during the French Restoration period, surviving copies are difficult to find complete and still in
working condition.
See Erkki Huhtamo: Illusions in Motion, MIT, 2013.

PEACE

AND

GOOD WILL

52 [MEREDITH, Susanna]. CHRISTMAS LETTERS TO PRISONERS (Branch of the late Mrs
Meredith’s Prison Mission). [Three Annual Reports for 1922, 1923 and 1939]. [London] [no printer
for 1922 & 1923] Printed by J. B. Blackmore & Co. Ltd. 1922-1939.
£ 185
THREE ORIGINAL REPORTS. 12mo, pp. 7, [1] blank; 7, [1] blank; 16; stapled as issued in the original publisher’s
coloured paper (first two reports 18 x 11 cm, that for 1939, 16.4 cm x 10.2cm), report for 1922 with the
‘received’ stamp of the Charity Commission on the rear blank, some rusting to staples and occasional rubbing,
otherwise in very good original condition.

Rare survival of these three ‘Christmas Letters to Prisoners’ presenting the Annual Reports for ‘the late Mrs.
Meredith’s Prison Mission’ with a wealth of information on the organisation.
‘Mrs Meredith was very active in social and penal reform during the second half of the nineteenth century.
Born Susannah Lloyd in 1823, she was the eldest daughter of a British Officer who was Governor of Cork
Gaol (Lloyd, 1903). Marrying at the age of nineteen, she was widowed only eight years later. On moving to
London her concerns led her to established the Prison-Gate Mission – Mrs Meredith’s Prison Mission – in
about 1864, and then to set up the Marble Laundry for the employment of discharged women prisoners at 143
Clapham Road, the headquarters of the mission. Mrs Meredith became the Treasurer of the Female Prisoners’
Aid Society. By 1895, Mrs Meredith’s Prison Mission was no small enterprise. After giving evidence to the
Gladstone Committee, regarding her work with discharged female prisoners, there were 70 paid workers, 301
volunteer ‘lady workers’, 3000 female ex-prisoners and their children being ‘helped’ annually (Gladstone
Committee, 1895: Appendix 1)’ (see https://mmuperu.co.uk/bjcj/articles/female-prisoners-aftercare-andrelease-residential-provision-and-support-in-late-nineteenth-century-england/).
An extract from the 1922 Report states: ‘Whereas we were able to report an increase of nearly 3000 letters
distributed in 1921, so again this year we were privileged to despatch yet another extra 2000 for distribution
on Christmas Day… to men and women in prisons in our own country, as well as in various parts of the
world’, with a total of 28,381 letters being sent. In 1923 this had increased to 30,060, with 2,500 of those sent
to Leavenworth Penitentiary in Kansas. By the 1939 report, some 16 years later, the output had over doubled,
with 66,590 letters in 32 languages being dispatched. Also mention is given to the arduous work of decorating
and ‘making pretty’ the letters with flowers scraps, wall-paper cuttings and hand-painted headings.
No copies of any of the Reports listed on OCLC.

CHANGING

LADIES

53 [METAMORPHOSES GAME]. [INTERCHANGEABLE WOMEN]. [German or French?], [c.
1820].
£ 2,750
Complete set of 54 hand-coloured and engraved cards of 18 subjects [105 x 58 mm], each dissected into
three sections; contained in a contemporary card box [13.5 x 6.5 x 3.5 cm], covered in an embossed silver
paper representing basket work.
A neatly produced metamorphoses game of eighteen women, including a number in caricature.
Each of the cards are dissected into three to show the head, body and legs that the player has to correctly
match up, the head and legs card each with a question and answer in German, English and French that when
mismatched give humorous results.

Examples include 1) A black woman dancing with the text ‘What is corresponding with your character? / The
weather in April’ - 2) A young Turkish? woman with the text ‘What do you generally dream about? / Giving
refusals’ 3) A stolid looking woman holding a number of cats with the text ‘What are you taking the most
pleasure in? / to unite the loving’ 4) A young gypsy with the text ‘What is your symbol? / Fortune telling’ and 5)
A young woman playing a mandolin with the text ‘What do you like most passionately? / Kisses without
witnesses.’
We have handled a similar metamorphosis also with fifty-four interchangeable card of animals and forms of
dress. Why this number was chosen we have not been able to discern, although it would have been an easy
matter to arrange eighteen subjects across a copperplate in three by six rows. The single sheet would then be
coloured and mounted on card before being dissected.
Changeable Portraits, Myrioramas and Metamorphoses, appear to have first appeared in the late 1810’s when a
sudden vogue for dissecting and regrouping images of people, animals and scenery became fashionable as
entertainment. As with many such fads originally invented for adult amusement they were susceptible to new
novelties and were often resurrected in a slightly less sophisticated form, as entertainment for children.

‘H O N O U R

YOUR BODY’

54 [MORAL REFORM UNION]. COLLECTION OF ITEMS PERTAINING TO CONTAGIOUS
DISEASES AND PROSTITUTION. F., H.C. ADDRESS TO THE GIRLS ON LEAVING SCHOOL.
[London]: Women’s Printing Society, Limited, 21B, Great college Street, Westminster, S.W. [1883],
8vo, pp [4].
[Together with:] CRAIGEN, Jessie. TO WORKING MEN AND WOMEN. [London, 1883]. 8vo flyer,
pp. 2 now split along fold.
[Together with:] CAVENDISH, Spencer, Marquess of Hartington [later Duke of Devonshire].
IMPORTANT. The Contagious Diseases Acts: The Government Bill in lieu thereof; Verbatim report
of Lord Hartington’s Speech. House of Commons, June 28th, 1883. [London, 1883]. 8vo flyer, pp. 2 .
[Together with:] MAURICE, Frederick Dickson. F. D. Maurice on “THE ARMY & NAVY.” [London,
1883]. Oblong 12mo handout, printed on verso only.
[Together with:] [ANON]. QUESTIONS FOR MEN TO ANSWER. [London, 1883]. Oblong 12mo
handout, printed on verso only.
£ 385
An interesting group of ephemera published under the auspices of The Moral Reform Union.
Established in 1881 the ‘Union’ was chiefly conducted by Samuel Woolcott Browne and his wife Thomazine
Leigh Browne (née Carslake), both Unitarians and active social reformers. They ran the Union in its early days
from their home at 58 Porchester Terrace, but later expanded to an office around the corner at 1 Leinster
Place from where these leaflets were distributed - as a rubber stamp to the top corner of three of the pieces
attests The Unions’ main aim was conducted ‘in the interests of pure family life’ but more especially to study
and discuss subjects which affected the moral welfare of the young and also to collect, sell, distribute, and
publish literature for moral education. They endeavoured to bring all the various charities and social reform
groups together in order to make joint attacks on backward local districts in upholding morals and also as a
pressure group to petition for government reform that affected the morals of the nation.
They were at first thought of as something of a curiosity, especially as one of their first campaigns was to
remove naked cherubs from Christmas cards. Yet they became one of the most strongly and openly feminist
organisations within the movement for social purity and were particularly noted for activities that included
exposing and prosecuting men suspected of sexual abuse, and promoted the idea of legislation against male
soliciting and ‘persecution by immoral men’, i.e. sexual harassment. Much of there propaganda was through the
use of cheaply printed flyers and pamphlets that were given away or pressed into the hands of delinquent
looking men. They attracted to their cause such writers as Josephine Butler, Elizabeth Wolstenholme Elmy,
and Elizabeth Blackwell, the latter a founder member of the Union and reprinted such material that amplified
their aims.
The writer ‘H.C.F.’ strenuously advocates that girls should ‘Honour your body, which we are told is the
Temple of the Spirit… Firstly, keep your body clean;… Secondly, dress yourself tidily… it is better to starve
that take poison, why? Because if you do the latter you are committing suicide, which is wrong. In the same
way if you read bad and indecent books, and look at bad and indecent pictures in shop windows or elsewhere
poisoning your mind and helping to kill goodness and purity. Rather read nothing and look at no pictures than
this.’

Jessie Craigen asks for the ‘repeal of two Acts of Parliament, called the Contagious Diseases Acts of 1866 and
1869, by which the Government is empowered to spend our money in maintaining police spies… to keep
secret watch on all women of the District’. Cavendish’s speech also advocated a change to the law and in
effect repeal the odious Contagious Diseases Acts. The two smaller flyers with provocative questions or
standpoints to make recipient’s thin.
These five example, which are admittedly printed on rather flimsy paper, would have been produced in their
tens of thousands to be distributed by any means possible. Although only one of the items has an imprint it is
quite probable the other pieces are also printed by the Women’s Printing Society.

A

LOCAL VILLAGE MOURNS

55 [MOTHER]. THE TRANSPLANTED FLOWER; or Parental
Recollections of an Affectionate Son. Royston: Printed and Published
by M. Smith, Bookseller, Binder, &c. [n.d., c. 1843].
£ 300
FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. 32; stitched as issued, in the original blue
printed publisher’s wraps, a few marks, but overall a near fine copy.
Rare, apparently unrecorded, lament by a mother on the loss of her 12
year old son to consumption in 1843.
‘The following pages are the maternal record of the development and
progress of religion, amidst the successive stages of fatal consumption, in a
youth of great promise. Two others, his friends, in the village, within the
short space of a few weeks, have fallen victim to the same malady. Happily,
in the case of each, parental and pastoral solicitude has been alleviated by
satisfactory evidence of conversion, previous to dissolution’
(Advertisement).
The work is published in Royston, Hertfordshire, just a few miles from the
village of Bassingbourn where the events took place. We can find no record
of this, or any other works printed by M. Smith at Royston in the
nineteenth century, nor any note of the Bookseller and Binder, M. Smith.
Not in OCLC, and unrecorded as far as we are aware.

‘S H E ,

IN PERSON, DIRECTED, AND LAID DOWN A PLAN’

56 [NIGHTINGALE]. CRUIKSHANK, Percy. THE COMIC HISTORY OF THE RUSSIAN WAR.
Poetically and Pictorially Described by Percy Cruikshank. Read & Co., Johnson’s [Court], Fleet Street,
London. [1857].
£ 2,850
Hand coloured lithograph panorama [12.5 x 247.5 cm, folding down to 13.2 x 15 cm], consisting of four sheets
conjoined, with 36 scenes of various persons (as noted below); some light dust-soiling, otherwise clean
throughout; with a few corrections and underlinings in pencil throughout the text; concertina-folding into
cloth covers, spine expertly repaired, upper board with original publisher’s printed label, with a picture of an
old Turk being fed nourishing soup since he is the ‘sick man of Europe’, whilst a Russian lurks menacingly and
two anxious men (representing Britain and France) are poised to come to the Turk’s aid, and with a list of the
publisher’s prints and panoramas is pasted inside the back cover; a highly desirable item.

Rare satirical panorama relating to the Crimea War consisting of 38 large-head portraits in 36 images of heads
of state, politicians, and military commanders involved with the War. Each image has a four-lined verse above
and below, and with a few exceptions, is highly critical of everyone involved. One such exception is Florence
Nightingale, the ‘lady with a lamp’ in this case depicted at a stove, evidently cooking up a broth for her
patients:
‘The sick and the wounded were left here and there,
At this place, and that, none seemed to care.
In this fearful hour, a good angel of light
The darkness dispell’d, and put matters right;
Florence Nightingale show’d, with far less expense,
What might be done by good common sense:
She, in person, directed, and laid down a plan,
And was blessed in return by each suffering man.’
Amongst the characters chosen by Cruikshank for ridicule are Sir Hamilton
Seymour, Lord Aberdeen, Napoleon, Sir Edmund Lyons, Prince Alexander
Menshikov, Richard Cobden, Lord Lucan, Sir Jamie Graham, Sir Deans Dundas,
Lord Cardigan, Emperor Nicholas, Lord John Russell, and Sir Charles Napier.
The work concludes with a scene of a sick ‘Johnny Bull’, sitting in a chair, his feet
in a bath of hot water: ‘Red tape-worm’s the cause, and they think before long /
His constitution again will be healthy and strong / For the blood we have shed
has this lesson taught / We wern’t half so wise as some people thought.’
The designer-cum-illustrator Percy Cruikshank (1810-1880?) was the son of the
caricaturist, illustrator, and portrait miniaturist, Isaac Robert Cruikshank (18791856). His grandfather was the Scottish painter and caricaturist Isaac Cruikshank
(1764-1811) and uncle the great George Cruikshank (1792-1878), praised as the
“modern Hogarth” during his life.
Abbey, Life, 605; OCLC records five copies, all in North America, at Yale,
Brown, Kansas, Harvard and Toronto; we have located a further example at the
British Library.

MARITAL

BLISS

57 [ONWHYN, Thomas, illustrator]. MARRIAGE A-LA-MODE. London, Rock, Brothers & Payne,
1859.
£ 850
Hand coloured engraved panorama [14.5 x 174 cm, folding down to 14.5 x 14.5 cm], consisting of 12 scenes
on two sheets; expert repair to one fold, some light marking and dust-soiling in places, but overall a clean
copy; concertina-folding into original publisher’s cloth backed glazed printed red covers, the upper cover
illustrated with the first illustration and caption repeated, a bit rubbed with some surface wear, but still
desirable nonetheless.
Uncommon and desirable panorama highlighting the pitfalls of maintaining a happy marriage.
The first illustration shows the newly weds on their honeymoon at Brighton, with the Chain Pier shown in the
background. The wife makes an ominous declaration: ‘…We must be happy, the sweet task of promoting each
other’s happiness will inspire us with joy’. In the following illustrations they bicker, the wife becoming ever
more irritated by her husband’s shortcomings. She threatens divorce. They petition for an absolute dissolution
of the marriage. The petition is refused, the court ordering that they ‘be condemned to return to their “dear
little home”, and endeavour to promote each others Happiness’.

Thomas Onwhyn (1813-1886) was the son of a Clerkenwell bookseller and newsagent based at Catherine St,
The Strand. His earliest dated work was in 1836 and very soon afterwards under the pseudonym ‘Samuel
Weller’ produced a series of illustrations for Dickens’ Pickwick Papers. He continued to produce work
including topographical as well as comic work until at least 1861. Rock employed him for many comic plates,
chiefly of social conventions, fashions and contemporary fads.
OCLC records one copy, at Yale.

OGGLING

LADIES BY THE SEA

58 [ONWHYN, Thomas]. MR. PERRY
WINKS SUBMARINE ADVENTURES: A
Dream at Sea. Pubd. by Kershaw & Son,
London. A Yarn Spun by T. Onwhyn. [c.
1850s].
£ 1,450
PANORAMA. Oblong 8vo, consisting of 16 hand
coloured engraved plates on eight sheets
conjoined [13 x 164.5cm, folding down to 13 x
21 cm]; stitched as issued in decorated yellow
wrappers the upper cover with a title and
imprint below a scene of aquatic life, housed in
limp buckram covers; a very desirable copy.

Scarce panorama by Thomas Onwhyn, in unusually fine condition. Mr Perry Winks, a lecher, positions himself
on a bench adjacent to a bathing machine, ogles at the ladies, is scolded by a bathing lady, falls asleep, and
dreams he is has been dragged beneath the waves by nymphs. Following various adventures on the sea-bed he
is netted by fishermen. He awakens to find that he and his bench have been surrounded by the incoming tide.

For biographical information on Thomas Onwhyn (1813-1886), see above.
Abbey, Life, 579; OCLC records five copies in North America, at Yale, Harvard, Dartmouth College, NYPL
and The Morgan.

START

OF A NEW CRAZE

59 [PEACHEY, Emma]. THE ROYAL GUIDE TO WAX FLOWER MODELLING. London:
Published and Sold by Mrs. Peachey, Artiste to Her Majesty, and sold by all booksellers. 1851. £ 300
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xvi, 72; with four fine hand-coloured botanical plates, heightened with gum arabic,
tissue guards; minor stain at head in places, and some light foxing; in the original orange publisher’s cloth,
patterned in blind and lettered in gilt, gilt edges, some chipping at head and tail, cloth lightly dust-soiled with
some uneven sunning to upper board, but still a good copy, nonetheless.
First edition of this unusual work which sparked a new craze in the mid-nineteenth century, ladies eager to try
their hand at the fascinating new pastime of wax flower modelling, producing bouquets, wreaths and baskets of
flowers.
‘This vade mecum on the sculpturing of flowers in wax was written by Emma Peachey, a self-styled ‘artiste’
who sought to revive a technique that had been introduced to England in the latter part of the seventeenth
century by Mary Beatrice, the second wife of James II. Peachey gave lessons in her home at 35 Rathbone Place,
London, where many examples of her work were on display. In 1851, Peachey found herself at the centre of a
brief flurry of controversy: she had indignantly turned down the modest space offered to her in the Galleries
instead of the position in the Crystal Palace she felt she deserved for the display of her sculptures. The most
prominent newspapers of the period, The Times, The Morning Post, The Illustrated London News and The

Sunday Times all dedicated ample space to the affair and to the artist’s work.’ (Lucia Tongiorgi Tomasi, An
Oak Spring Flora: Flower Illustration from the fifteenth century to the present time , 1997, pp. 261-2). She set
them up at her home instead, and subsequently claimed 50,000 visitors.
The present work was written in the same year as the Great Exhibition, and therefore constituted not only a
manual for what rapidly became a phenomenally popular art form, but a proud affirmation by the author of the
artistic value of her work. ‘All the articles that had appeared in the press regarding the controversy were
punctiliously reproduced in the appendix… The art of wax modelling naturally required some knowledge of
botany and, in particular, a thorough understanding of plant structure. Mrs. Peachey decided that the aspiring
artist should visit the botanic gardens of Kew and Regent’s Park, where he or she would find an endless source
of models to study and copy. After providing a list of materials that were required in order to begin, she
provides general instructions on the mixing of colours and on the use of curling pins and scissors to model
various forms. The second part of The Royal Guide then explains how to sculpt specific flowers, including such
favourites as the violet, anemone, tulip, narcissus, jonquil, and white jasmine… The author even provides her
female readers with instructions on how to sculpt flowers that could be used to adorn hair. This work was
clearly a product of the Romantic period, for the text on each flower includes a short poem and a description
of the flower’s attributes’ (ibid, pp. 262-4).
Emma was born in Emma Church at Harwich in Essex in 1806; she married Thomas Peachy, a glass dealer, in
1828 and lived in Brighton where she worked as a wax modeller. The couple then moved to London in the
1840s, Thomas apparently having retired, until his death in 1856, Emma continued to model wax flowers with
an assistant Emma Dixon, before moving to 10 Berners Street off Oxford Street until her death in 1875.
OCLC: 18878709.

60 [PERFORMING ARTS]. SET OF SIXTEEN HAND COLOURED ENGRAVED CARDS
DEPICTING TIGHT ROPE ARTISTS. [France] [c. 1820].
£ 1,500
A series of 16 hand coloured scenes of tightrope walkers [84 x 50 mm].
The series depict various men and women in a variety of costumes performing a series of acrobatic
performances on the tightrope at the théâtre des Funambules in Paris.
The cards are titled as follows: Un force des Poignets - L’ascenion sur la orde - Le Petit chaperon Rouge - La
danse sans balancier - Le Tour des Cerceaux - La Belle Juive - L’équlibri - La Danse avec le Balancier - La Petit
Diable - La Pierrot des Funambules - La Danse des Paniers - La Tambour - L’exercice á seu - Muslapha - La
Jeune Indienne - Le Chinois.

Jean-Baptiste Nicolet began a small theatre on Le Boulevard du Temple in 1760, and what had originally been a
site for a seasonal fairground on the outskirts of Paris soon became a street full of small commercial theatres.
The theatres became a popular attraction for Paris’s working class and that became something of a bugbear for
the state-sponsored theatres. By 1784 the Opera’Comique has acquired control over the kind of material that
the small theatres on the Boulevard could and could not perform. A continual dispute over licensing conflicts
ensued which eventually resulted in the Le Boulevard’s being allowed to perform only physical and non-textual
genres. The théâtre des Funambules was able to carve out a near exclusive speciality in tightrope walking and
pantomime. A permanent theatre being constructed and opened in 1816 and continued until 1862 when it was
destroyed as part of Baron Haussmann’s urban renewal project.

The images were clearly printed on a single sheet and doubtless hawked for
sale, very likely outside the theatre. The sheet has been dissected at some
early period in its existence so that the individual images could be mounted in
album, any imprint or title that was original part of the sheets border is now
lost.
We are at a disadvantage in knowing much more about the works origin and
have found no allusion to it, or similar depiction’s of, the scenes in any
collection.

INCLUDING

A FILE OF RESEARCH MATERIAL

61 PHILLIPS, Mary. THE MILITANT SUFFRAGE CAMPAIGN IN
PERSPECTIVE … Foreward by The Right Hon. Lord Pethick-Lawrence.
Printed in Great Britain by Latimer Trend & Co. Ltd., Printers Plymouth. 1957.
£ 250
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 15, [1]; stapled as issued in the original printed
wraps, lightly sunned; together with a folder of research material.
Uncommon first edition of the suffragette, feminist and socialist Mary Phillips’
privately printed pamphlet telling ‘in a concise form the story of the “Votes for
Women Campaign”’ and explaining ‘the reasoned policy on which it was
based.’

Included with the pamphlet is a fat ring-binder of research material (much of it photocopied from diverse
sources) relating to Mary Phillips (1880-1969), successively organizer for the WSPU, the East London
Federation of the Suffragettes, the United Suffragists, the New Constitutional Society for Women’s Suffrage,
the Women’s International League and the Save the Children Fund. The research material concentrates on her
suffrage activity.
OCLC: 6088605.

DECIPHERING

LOVE

62 [PICTOGRAM LETTER]. TWO WELL-EXECUTED MANUSCRIPT PICTURE LETTERS in
brown ink on Bath writing paper, watermarked ‘J. Whatman Turkey Mill 1830’.
£ 750
Fine miniature detail, with paper maker’s blindstamp to upper left of each sheet, each tipped-on to old album
leaves, sheet size [25 x 19.5 cm].
Remarkably detailed and finely executed pictogram letter, almost certainly to a young lady from a suitor,
though the message he is attempting to convey has largely escaped us. We hope the lady had better luck!

EVERY
63

DAY RECIPES AND HOME REMEDIES

PRICE, Mary Ann. MANUSCRIPT RECIPE BOOK. [English] [c. 1840’s].

£ 350

4to [19.2 x 16 cm], 40 leaves, of which 33 with manuscript recipes chiefly written out in a neat hand; original
cloth backed decorated boards (see below), now somewhat worn due to a cloth covering having at sometime
being removed.
The recipe book was probably begun as an exercise book for penmanship as Mary Ann Prices’s name has been
executed on the first leaf in a very neat in Gothic script, the two following leaves have been scissored out and
may have originally held some initial exercises in penmanship. The remains of a decorative pen design on the
upper cover and the print on the lower cover are also indicative that this was once an exercise book pressed
into a new use.
The manuscript contains an assorted mixture of every day recipes and home remedies. The first entry is for
Lip salve which originally appeared in Hannah Glasse’s The Art of Cookery, 1758 followed by various other
recipes, in no particular order, ‘Ginger Bread’, ‘To stew a neck of Mutton’, ‘Plain Cake’, ‘French Omelette’,
‘Burnt Cream’, ‘Lemon Pudding’, ‘Marmalade’, ‘Eggs’, ‘For a furrish [feverish] Cold’, ‘Saline draught’ etc.

Thankfully an ‘Index’, or rather a contents leaf at the beginning of the manuscript helps as a finding aid. Slightly
more exotic fare distributed between various cures for gout and toothache include Sangate [Sandgate]
Pudding, ‘Velvet Cream’, ‘Cassell Pudding’, ‘Floating Island’, ‘Fricandeau’, ‘Duke of Gloucester Jelly’, ‘American
Blammoange’ [sic], ‘Rottee Gruty’ - actually ‘Rother Grultz’ a recipe of raspberries, pearl sago and sugar
served with cream for which the only reference we have found is Mrs Dalgearns The Practice of cookery
1849. Also included is ‘Charlotte Russe’, one of the most fashionable of desserts of the nineteenth century.
There are in total 89 recipes all neatly numbered and added to the contents list, however another two
generations appear to have used the book and added a few other favourites during the Edwardian era and
slightly later.

A

NATION MOURNS

64 [PRINCESS CHARLOTTE]. [T. O.] AN ELEGY ON THE
LAMENTED DEATH OF HER ROYAL HIGHNESS THE
PRINCESS CHARLOTTE. [N.p.] [1817].
£ 185
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 2, [2] blank; some light soiling and evidence of
folding, but overall a good copy; disbound, as issued.
Rare, apparently unrecorded, elegy delivered on the death of Princess
Charlotte in 1817. Signed ‘T.O.’, we have been unable to ascertain the
author, who captures the gloom and tragedy of the event in his prose:
‘With eager joy we sought the expected heir;
That hope destroyed, we sickened in despair:
Despair herself now sinks in deeper gloom:
The blameless mother seeks the silent tomb.’
Princess Charlotte of Wales (1796–1817) was the only child of George,
Prince of Wales (eldest son of King George III, later to become King
George IV) and Caroline of Brunswick. Had Charlotte outlived her
father and her grandfather, she would have become Queen, but she
died following childbirth at the age of 21. She had a rebellious
adolescence and after a number of dramatic romances married Prince
Leopold of Saxe-Coburg-Saalfeld on 2 May 1816. The Prince was a
calming influence on Charlotte and the marriage was happy and popular.
A contemporary observer described the public reaction to her death in
these words: ‘It really was as though every household throughout Great
Britain had lost a favourite child.’ The country went into deep
mourning. Drapers ran out of black cloth, shops closed for two weeks,

as did the Royal Exchange, the Law Courts, and the docks. Even gambling dens shut down on the day of her
funeral, as a mark of respect. Charlotte’s death left King George III without any legitimate grandchildren to
continue the royal line. Prince Leopold suggested that the King’s fourth son, Edward, Duke of Kent and
Strathearn, marry Leopold’s sister Victoria, Dowager Princess of Leiningen. Their daughter, Charlotte’s cousin,
became Queen Victoria.
Not in OCLC, and unrecorded as far as we are aware.

UNIQUE

EVENT IN A MONARCH’S REIGN

65 [QUEEN VICTORIA]. PANORAMIC REPRESENTATION OF THE QUEEN’S PROGRESS
THROUGH THE CITY OF LONDON, ON THE 9TH NOV. 1837, displaying every Portion of the
Royal and Civic Procession of that Memorable Day. Published by G. Gilbert, 11, Bartholomew Close.
London: T. Goode, Printer, 12, Wilderness Row, Clerkenwell [London].
£ 850
PANORAMA, Woodcut hand-coloured panorama [9.7 x 182.5 cm, folding down to 9.2 x 10 cm], consisting of
four sheets conjoined, crudely hand-coloured throughout, captions cut close, cropped and rubbed in places,
final scene abit creased with expert repair on verso; concertina-folding into publisher’s original buff wraps.
Rare survival of this panorama commemorating a unique event in a monarch’s reign, with Queen Victoria
paying the City of London a Royal Visit on Lord Mayor’s Day in the first year of her reign, in accordance with
custom.
‘In the Temple Bar ceremony the Queen, or King, stops so that the Lord Mayor of London can present the
Sword of State as a sign of loyalty. After the Temple Bar was removed this ceremony continued at the Temple
Bar memorial and still occurs today. Possibly the memorial was erected primarily to allow this ceremony to
continue’ (see https://www.londonremembers.com/subjects/queen-victoria-s-first-visit-to-the-city-of-londonas-queen).
The procession advances from right to left with references beneath the panorama image: ‘Carriage of the
Royal Family’, ‘Carriage of the Royal Family’, ‘Life Guards’, ‘Queen’s Household’, ‘Sheriff’s Carriage’, ‘Sheriff’s
Carriage’, ‘Lord Mayor’s State Carriage’, ‘City Marshall’, ‘Common Councilmen’, ‘Sheriffs’, ‘Aldermen and
Grooms’, ‘Late Lord Mayor’, ‘Common Crier and Sword Bearer’, ‘The Lord Mayor’, ‘Yeomen of the Guard’,
Queen’s State Carriage’ ‘High Bailiff’, and ‘Temple Bar.’
OCLC records two copies, at Yale and the BNF.

PRINTED

BY A WOMAN

66 [RYLE, Anne, Printer]. THE CHILDREN IN THE WOOD.
In prose and verse. Ryle and Co., Printer, Monmouth Court, 7
Dials, London. [c. 1850].
£ 350
FIRST EDITION THUS. 8vo, pp. [8]; with hand coloured woodcut titlepage, and illustrated with five woodcuts throughout the text; some
minor toning in places, but over clean throughout; stitched as issued in
the original publisher’s printed brown wrapper, upper wrapper with
various woodcut scenes, some chipping to edges, but overall a very
good copy.
Rare and attractive printing, by a woman, of this popular children’s tale.
‘“The Children in the Wood” is among the most stable and tenacious of
its kind. It was first licensed in 1595 and was printed widely in
broadsides, chapbooks, and slip songs, occasionally titled “Babes in the
Wood(s)” (Simpson 103-5). It was parodied in The Beggar’s Opera
(1728) when Polly used the tune and opening words of the song to gain
immediate sympathy from the audience as the victim of abusive
relatives… Perhaps spurred by the beginning of the romantic era, the
ballad saw a surge of popularity in print at the end of the eighteenth
century and in the first decades of the following century. Not only was
the ballad itself printed in a number of forms, but adaptations as
“instructive tales” by Richard Johnson and Clara English were also
widely printed well into the nineteenth century (Hermit; Porter and
Graziano 77-95)’ (see https://www.americanantiquarian.org/).
The printer, Anne Ryle, was the sister of James Catnach, the popular
print publisher, specialising in broadsides and ballads. He retired in 1838
with Anne running the business with James Paul, together they
continuing to produce this cheap form of street literature until William
S. Fortey took over as the Catnach Press in the 1850s.
OCLC records one copy only, at California State University.

PICTORIAL

INTERTWINING

67 SHADFORTH, Miss Anne Ward. EMBROIDERED HAIR PICTURE OF A RURAL LANDSCAPE.
[Newcastle-upon-Tyne, [1790’s].
£ 950
Embroidered with fair and black hair on silk; in a contemporary oval ebonoised and gilt frame, cracked; label
on verso ‘This Landscape was worked by Miss Anne Ward Shadforth previous to her marriage with Mr Joseph
Morton in Oct. 1800. it is embroidered with her own and her sisters hair & bl. Silk’

A cleverly wrought design, possibly based on a print, including a river landscape with trees, a fisherman in his
boat, a couple walking by the bank of the river in the foreground, together with a church on an elevated area
to the right.
The landscape was worked in hair by Anne Ward
Shadforth (1778-1825) prior to her marriage to John
Morton in 1800. Her father, Henry Shadforth, was
the Quay Master at Newcastle and also Clerk of the
Council, he was also for several different years
Master of Trinity House, an important guild formed
by the City’s seafarers formed in the sixteenth
century. Unsurprisingly the family lived in Silver
Street, then an affluent area of Newcastle where
merchants and lawyers resided. The Shadforths had
been for generations one of the leading families in
Newcastle and so generally lived a genteel life, an
accomplishment of making a hair landscape was
something Anne, as the daughter to one of the city’s
better families, was probably expected to acquire as
one of her skills.
In the eighteenth century, most hair work was created by professionals rather than amateurs and generally
speaking few well documented examples of amateur hair work from the eighteenth century have survived.
Most profession hair work was produced to form jewellery, however, as here, amateurs made articles that
extended into needlework with use of human hair as the thread or floss for stitching elaborate designs. These
artefacts generally memorialised friendships and family events, and this example is no exception as the label on
the verso of the work clearly mentions that the work is a combination of Anne and her sister hair. Anne had
two living sisters although Barbara Ward, who was born two years before Anne, is possibly the more likely
sibling. The sisters clearly both had fair hair and so key elements of the design had to be worked in black silk
to give some contrast to the effect.
In 1800 Anne married Joseph Morton, a master mariner and owner of several ships. He was also Treasurer for
‘The Charity for Poor Married women’ for some 25 years, again like the Shadforths, an established family of
Newcastle. Not much is known of Anne’s life other than she had at least thirteen children. Two of her
children are known to have had artistic talents - Andrew Morton (1802–1845) was in important early
Victorian portrait painter who frequently exhibited at the Royal Academy, and Anne Ward Morton (1806-65),
was an experienced nurse sent out to Scutari to work with Florence Nightingale who left a number of
sketches and watercolour’s.

GRATITUDE

OF THE

FRENCH

GOVERNMENT

68 SHIELDS, Joyce Carr. ORIGINAL CERTIFICATE
FOR THE MÉDAILLE DE LA RECONNAISSANCE
FRANÇAISE in gratitude awarded to a New
Zealand/British nurse for her work during the 1914-18
War. [Paris] [29 Mars, 1920].
£ 150
Large engraved sheet [50 x 300 cm], inscribed, signed and
dated (slightly chipped at edges due to former framing).
Joyce Carr Shields was born in New Zealand in 1891 and was
living in Britain when the War broke out. She very probably
felt, being both young and single, compelled to do her part in
the war effort.
The award, which included a medal (not present here), was
created to express gratitude from the French government to
all those civilians who, without legal or military obligation, had
come to the aid of the injured, disabled, refugees, or who had
performed an act of exceptional dedication in the presence of
the enemy during the First World War.
Joyce was given a Third Class medal for her benevolence and
care of soldiers of British nationality who had no family of their
own; this would indicate that she was away from any actual
fighting, although her work was probably still arduous and
distressing.
Born in 1891 we know that Joyce was the daughter of two
British emigrants to New Zealand, Francis George Shields, a
master at Wanganui Collegiate School from 1886 until 1902,
and his wife, who came from County Durham, Margaret
Elizabeth Carr. Some time after his retirement from Collegiate,
Francis Shields moved his family back to England, although they

did continued to own a number of properties in Wanganui which appear to have been managed for them. By
1911 the Shields family were living near Sidmouth in Devon; Margaret died in 1915 and this may have led Joyce
to nursing. In 1919 she married a captain in the Canadian Infantry, Thomas Scudamore, who had been
wounded and taken prisoner during the war. The couple lived in Vancouver but returned to England in the mid
1930s and seemed to have lived a fairly quiet life at Poole in Dorset, Joyce was to die at Bournemouth in 1977.
She was probably a typical representative of that generation of women, some two millions, who were
prevented from experiencing romance and marriage, or having children as a direct consequence of the First
World War.

LIFE

OF THE DISTINGUISHED SCIENTIST

69 SOMERVILLE, Martha. PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS, FROM EARLY LIFE TO OLD AGE, OF
MARY SOMERVILLE. With selections from her correspondence, by her daughter, Martha Somerville.
London, John Murray, Albemarle Street, 1873.
£ 150
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. vi, 377, [1] blank; woodburytype frontispiece portrait; contemporary half calf over
marbled boards, decorated spine gilt, with a black label lettered in gilt, marbled edges.
Perhaps one of the most distinguished English scientist’s of her day, Mary Somerville was highly respected
across Europe. In addition to her ‘grasp of scientific truth in all branches of knowledge’, she was a renowned
educationalist and in her later years gave ‘powerful but always temperate support to the cause of the
education and emancipation of women. Hers was the first signature on John Stuart Mill’s great petition to
Parliament for women’s suffrage, solicited by Mill himself’ (DSB). One of her main strengths lay in her ability to
comprehend and synthesize the work of her contemporaries and render it approachable for both the general
reader and more advanced students. In the words of Sir David Brewster she was ‘certainly the most
extraordinary woman in Europe - a mathematician of the very first rank with all the gentleness of a woman’.
Martha Somerville (1815-1879), and her sister Mary, appear to have devoted most of their lives to supporting
their mother. When their mother died Martha took this to a logical and much appreciated conclusion by
drawing together personal journals and letters and having them published the year after her mother’s death.

CANVASSING

FOR THE

VOTES

FOR

WOMEN

DURING

WWI

70 [SUFFRAGE]. EAST HERTS WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE SOCIETY - HERTFORD BRANCH. Three
items. Hertfordshire. [c. October 1915].
£ 300
Original flyer, printed law-abiding suffragists card and canvasser’s booklet.
Three items relating to the Votes for Women campaign, and pertaining to the East Herts branch of the
Women’s Suffrage Society, including a flyer for their fourth Annual Meeting that took place in October 1915,
an unused printed white card for ‘Law-Abiding Suffragists’ to fill out their name and address indicating that they

are ‘a Friend of Women’s Suffrage’, and perhaps most interesting of all, a Canvasser’s booklet with three
unused cards. These cards were used to state the persons ‘Constituency’, ‘Ward or District’, ‘Street or Road’,
‘Name’, ‘Full Address’, ‘State whether Voter Parliamentary or Municipal’ and ‘Other Remarks’, with room for
the ‘Canvasser’s Initials’ and the date at foot.
The Friends of Women’s Suffrage’ Campaign was an offshoot of the National Union of Women’s Suffrage
Society aiming at reaching out to working-class women. Interesting, too, that although women’s suffrage
organisations mainly chose to suspend their activities and help the supported the war effort, active campaigning
was evidently still continuing behind the scenes.

ONE

OF THE FIRST

BRITISH SUFFRAGETTE

NEWSPAPERS:

PIPPA STRACHEY’S

COPY

71 [SUFFRAGETTE PERIODICAL]. WOMEN’S FRANCHISE. Preliminary Issue together with
Issues No. 1. [-52]. [London]. Printed and Published weekly by John Edward Francis at 13 Bream’s
Buildings, Chancery Lane. Thursday, June 27, 1907 [-25 June 1908].
£ 2,850
Together 53 issues; with punch holes in gutter throughout; some marking in places, but overall clean
throughout; bound in contemporary green cloth, spine lettered in gilt, hinges split (but binding holding firm),
some discolouration of cloth, but still a desirable item, once part of the ‘Women’s Service Library. 35/37
Markham Street, Westminster’ with their label on front pastedown; with four pieces of subscription ephemera
loosely inserted, and contemporary leaf of manuscript notes pasted to front free endpaper.
A significant run - beginning with the preliminary first issue - of one of the first British Suffragette newspapers,
providing fascinating reports on the early activities of all the leading suffrage organisations, including the
NUWSS, The Women’s Freedom League and the Men’s League for Women’s Suffrage.
‘We desire, in this preliminary issue, to explain that this paper has been promoted primarily with the idea of
advancing the cause of Women’s Suffrage, but it has its genesis in an ardent desire that truth may prevail, and
we wish art once to assure our readers that our columns will be as open to intelligent objectors as to warm
sympathizers… Our readers will now, for the first time, have an opportunity of hearing all sides of the
question, the more so in that we have been fortunate enough to secure the enthusiastic co-operation of
Societies, whose tactics differ, though all are working for the furtherance of what is, after all, their common
object’ (‘To our Readers’, Preliminary Issue).
Each issue provides a wealth of information, including short articles, news items, book reviews, and
correspondence (from Clementina Black, Margaret Wynne Nevinson and Theodora Mills, amongst others) not
only in the UK, but throughout the world. Details of meetings are also given, as well as charitable events, such
as ‘Sales of Suffragist Work’ and jumble sales to raise funds for the cause. Examples of just a few of the many
articles, below:
‘Why I Became a “Suffragette.” Written in Holloway by Mrs. Despard’ (No. 1 - July 4, 1907)
‘Women’s Work and Wages in America.’ By Eveline B. Mitford (No. 11 - September 12, 1907)
‘The Idle Smart Girl.’ By Alice Abadam (No. 19 - November 7, 1907)
‘How the Vote was Won. (Some short Extracts from Prof. Dryasdust’s “Political History of the Twentieth
Century,” published in the year 2007 A.D.’ by Cicely Hamilton (No. 20 - November 14, 1907)
‘An Eighteenth-Century Parallel.’ By Eileen Mitchell (No. 21 - November 21, 1907)
‘How to Drive a Coach and Six through an Act of Parliament.’ By Charlotte C. Stopes (No. 24 - December 12,
1907)

‘The Noah’s Ark Principle.’ By Cicely Hamilton (No. 27 - January 2, 1908)
‘Women Pay the Piper, Men Call the Tune by Charlotte Despard (No. 29 - January 16, 1908)
‘Women’s Suffrage and National Responsibilities.’ By Mrs. Fabian Ware (No. 34 - February 20, 1908)
‘A Released Convict’s Impressions of Prison Life.’ by Sarah Benett (No. 35 - February 27, 1908)
‘After the Second Reading.’ By Bertrand Russell (No. 37 - March 12, 1908)
‘Women and the Vote in America.’ By Mary Burnett (No. 42 - April 16, 1908)
Of particular note is a regular column on ‘The Suffrage in Other Lands’ by the writer, translator and suffragist,
Alice Louisa Theodora Zimmern (1855-1939), whose books made a significant contribution to debate on the
education and rights of women. Her column includes reports from Ireland, Germany, Spain, Hungary, Sweden,
Norway, Denmark, The Netherlands, Italy, Switzerland, Poland, Iceland, Russia and the USA, to name but a
few. There is also another regular column of ‘Scottish Notes’, largely by Teresa Billington-Greig (1876-1964),
the suffragette who helped create the Women’s Freedom League in 1907. Interestingly she had left another
suffrage organisation – the Women’s Social and Political Union (WSPU) – as she considered the leadership too
autocratic.
The Women’s Franchise, eventually ran into difficulties after the NUWSS withdrew it’s support. ‘The
proprietor of which, J. E. Francis… had refused to exclude from it reports of the activities of the Women’s
Freedom League, of which the NUWSS was critical’. As a consequence the newspaper eventually ceased after
no. 63 (Sept. 9, 1909), with another paper, the Common Cause, having been launched as “The Organ of the
Women’s Movement for Reform”, to represent the view of the constitutionalists, in April 1909.
Provenance: Issue 5 bears the ownership signature of Miss Strachey in pencil at head, strongly suggesting that
this run of the periodical was was owned by Philippa ‘Pippa’ Strachey (1872-1966) a sister of Pernel, Lytton
and Oliver Strachey. In 1900, Strachey visited India, and the experience of independence made her decide to
seek her own career. She became a teacher at Allenswood for a few years, but then met the feminist Emily
Davies, who encouraged her to join the National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies (NUWSS). Strachey’s
mother, Jane, was a friend of Millicent Fawcett and was already active in the NUWSS, so it was relatively easy
for Pippa to become a committee member, then in 1907 to become secretary of the organisation. One of her
first tasks was the organisation of the “Mud March”; this was deemed so successful, that she thereafter
planned all the group’s demonstrations. Pippa and her sister-in-law, Ray Strachey, were both involved in the
suffrage movement. [see ODNB]
All in all a remarkable periodical, published at the advent of Suffragette movement.
OCLC two copies in the UK, at Manchester and the BL, and six more in North America, at Purdue, Georgia,
Chicago, Harvard, Smith College and Rutgers.

SPREADING

THE WORD

72 [SUFFRAGETTE
PROPAGANDA].
ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPH OF A SUFFRAGETTE
HOLDING A BLOWN-UP POSTER OF THE
FRONT PAGE OF THE SUFFRAGETTE with the
headline, “An Anti-Shock by James Barr”. London,
[Rotary Photo Company] 1912.
£ 285
ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPH, [37 x 24.5 cm], some minor
creasing in places, but overall in very good original
condition.
Evocative photograph taken at the height of the ‘Votes
for Women’ campaign, showing a Suffragette selling
copies of the second issue of The Suffragette.
The unidentified woman in the image is wearing a
‘Holloway brooch’, a ‘brooch of honour’ designed by
Sylvia Pankhurst for women who had been imprisoned in
Holloway Prison. The brooch shows “a portcullis symbol
of the House of commons, the gate and hanging chains in
silver and the superimposed broad arrow in purple,
white and green enamel” (Crawford). According to the
Museum of London it was first awarded to ex-prisoners
at a demonstration at the Albert Hall on 29th April 1909.
The newsletter, ‘The Suffragette,’ was published by the
Women’s Social and Political Union (WSPU). It replaced
the earlier ‘Votes for Women’ newsletter in 1912
following the ousting of the Pethick-Lawrences. The issue
which is on display in the photograph is No. 2, October
25, 1912, with the headline: “An Anti-Shock by James
Barr”. This alludes to the Ulster born physician, Sir James
Barr (1849-1938), who rose to be President of the
British Medical Association (in 1912) and was noted for
his work on the medical care of prisoners.

The photograph was taken at the junction of Pall Mall East and the west side of Trafalgar square so that the
National Gallery can be seen in the background. As most retailers and distributors would not take women’s
suffrage newspapers, women instead had to resort to street selling copies of their journals from prominent
pitches such as Trafalgar Square to keep the cause before the public.
According to Elizabeth Crawford, the Rotary Photo Company issued at least three ‘London Life’ suffrage
postcards, two of women selling The Suffragette (1) the present image; (2) a woman, identified as Jeanie
Sheppard, in a horse-drawn cart; and (3) a woman being arrested (identified as Mary Phillips). The present
large size version was presumably issued to be placed in the windows of WSPU and other Suffrage society
shops in London and throughout the country, to encourage the sale of the postcards and further the cause.
See https://thesuffragepostcardproject.omeka.net/items/show/257.

WEARING

THE COLOURS FOR THE FIRST TIME

73 [SUFFRAGETTES]. ORIGINAL ‘VOTES FOR WOMEN’ TRI-COLOURED SUFFRAGETTE
SASH. London [n.d., c. 1908].
£ 6,500
Original sash, [10.4 cm wide, overall length 118 cm], woven in purple, green and white with ‘Votes for
Women’ printed in black on central stripe on front and reverse, hook for banner pouch and hook and eye
fastening stamped ‘Nicklin’s’, colours lightly faded, a few brown marks in places, folded.
A scarce and evocative piece of Suffragette memorabilia, worn at the advent of the militant campaign.
Emmeline Pethick Lawrence introduced purple (for dignity), white (for purity) and green (for hope) as the
colours for the Women’s Social and Political Union at the Hyde Park Rally of 21st June 1908, the sashes
designed by Sylvia Pankhurst clearly visible against the suffragettes’ white dresses. The sashes were originally
woven by Toye & Co. of Birmingham, who had a large female workforce, and became an essential part of the
suffragette uniform. Suffragette accoutrements were retailed through a network of independent shops and
department stores such as Selfridges which opened its doors in the same year.
‘The Women’s Social and Political Union’s June 1908 Hyde Park demonstration introduced “the colours” to
the country and launched a merchandizing offensive. Postcards, games, jewellery, badges, bags and belts quickly
followed and it was natural that shops should be opened to channel these goods, together with the
movement’s proselytising books and pamphlets, to the public’ (Crawford, The Women’s Suffrage Movement.
A Reference Guide 1866-1928, 1999, p. 634).
Although, sadly, we are unable to identify the owner of this particular sash, by repute it was worn by a lady at
‘Women’s Sunday’, the suffragette march and rally held in London on the 21st June 1908. Organised by
Emmeline Pankhurst’s Women’s Social and Political Union (WSPU) to persuade the Liberal government to
support votes for women, it is thought to have been the largest demonstration that had been held at the time
in the UK.
‘Stewards met attendees at the stations when they arrived in London in special trains from around the UK.
Around 30,000 women marched to Hyde Park in seven processions carrying 700 banners, each of which was
headed by a chief marshal, who in turn led group marshals, captains and banner marshals. Emmeline Pankhurst,
dressed in purple and accompanied by Elizabeth Wolstenholme-Elmy, led a procession from Euston Road. At
Paddington, Annie Kenney led women from Wales, the Midlands and the west of England. Christabel Pankhurst
and Emmeline Pethick-Lawrence led a procession from the Victoria Embankment. Five thousand marched from
Kensington, along with five brass bands. Other attendees included Sylvia Pankhurst, Maud Pember Reeves,
Mary Gawthorpe, Ethel Snowden, Keir Hardie, Louie Cullen, Hanna Sheehy-Skeffington, George Bernard
Shaw, H. G. Wells, Thomas Hardy and Israel Zangwill. There was said to be 300,000 spectators witnessing the
700 suffragists with their embroidered banners. The Daily Chronicle said that “Never, has so vast a throng
gathered in London to witness a parade of political forces”. Whilst the Standard said “From first to last it was
a great meeting, daringly conceived, splendidly stage-managed, and successfully carried out. Hyde Park has
probably never seen a greater crowd of people”’ (Wikipedia).

‘T H E R A D I C A L C O U N T E S S ’
74 [SUFFRAGETTES]. HOWARD, Rosalind, Countess Carlisle. MANUSCRIPT OF A SPEECH ON
SUFFRAGE FOR WOMEN. Given at St James Hall, Piccadilly, London on 20th June, 1894. [1894].
£ 1,500
Two bifolio sheets of ruled paper [33.5 x 20.5 cm], with 7 pages of manuscript, piece cut from last leaf and a
tear, evidently at the time of writing.
Rosalind Howard, 9th Countess of Carlisle, was in the chair at the St James’ Hall meeting of the Women’s
Liberal Federation given on the evening of June 20th 1894. She had only recently become president of the
Federation and this was probably her maiden speech, so clearly she was wanting to make her mark. From
press reports Rosalind gave a powerful speech that was interspersed with cheers from the audience, the
manuscript is apparently the only surviving account of this speech, as column inches were not given over to
what gave rise to cheering.
‘Our business tonight is of the utmost importance, We met together, not to travel over long history of our 27
years Parliamentary struggle for women’s suffrage, not simply to make speeches about abstract rights for
women, but to demand, with all insistence that in us lies, that now - in this actual parliament - in this very
session, our own Radical & deeply revered Govt. should listen to the prayers which we, the unfranchised
women of England Scotland & Wales make to them.’ She further talks of ‘indomitable perseverance’ the
passing of the Registration Bill then going through in parliament and ‘putting an end, once & for all, to the
electoral disabilities of women.’ She speaks of some who feel that first there should be full manhood suffrage
before the franchise was given to women, but dismisses suggestion as women’s ‘demand for it is irresistible.’
Carlisle makes a real attack on her own party: ‘But because we are loyal Liberals, must we therefore be dumb,
unless we have leave to speak. Not so. Faithfulness to party cannot degenerate into servility without injury to
the party to which allegiance is given’ In fact Rosalind fairly build up her case with adding ‘Does the
government hold our power & our numbers cheap? Do they ask more work from us? more proof of our
capacity, & of our genuine political fervour?’ This must have been quite a rousing speech to hear from the
platform, yet contemporary reports reduce her speech to barely few lines, very probably because of the shear
radical verve of it. In fact she talks of ‘The new political gospel [that] will sweep away all class monopolies, such
for instance as are embodied in the existence of a heredity House of lords, & it is bound also to destroy sex
monopoly thus leaving the arena of life free so that all may play their part therein, for all will serve. For
Privilege has had its day & will not be suffered much longer to live in our land.’

Considering the ‘militancy’ of this speech one wonders why she later denounced the Pankhurst’s suffragettes’
violent methods. Maybe if she had thought of it herself she may have been just as violent. Always something of
an autocrat, one of her daughters described her as a tyrant who appeared at her best in public. Maybe some of
that tyranny leached out into her speech that night at St James’ Hall!
Rosalind was diverted into the temperance movement and her political influence waned somewhat in the
following decades. The Women’s Liberal Federation was an offshoot of the Liberal party that was founded in
1886 to support and influence the Liberal Party, with Women’s Suffrage only one of many issues that it
pursued. Other breakaway groups were formed including the Women’s Freedom League and Women’s Social
and Political Union who were to continue the struggle that led eventually to women gaining the franchise on
equal terms with men in 1928.

‘B O U N D

BY THE WORKSHOP FOR CRIPPLES’

75 [TAYLOR, Ann & Jane]. ORIGINAL POEMS FOR INFANT MINDS. Illustrated by H. Anelay,
and engraved by J. & G. Nicholls. London: Virtue Brothers & Co., 1, Amen Corner. 1865.
£ 250
8vo, pp. xi, [i] blank, [i] illustrations, [i] blank, 333, [1] blank; with
engraved frontispiece, title and 14 plates; in later blue buckram,
spine lettered in gilt, with label on front pastedown stating ‘bound
at the Workshop for Cripples, 97 Islington, Liverpool’.
In November 1902 the Invalid Children’s Aid branch of the
Liverpool Kyrle Society established a workshop for disabled
children and young adults who were unable to work. The hope
was that they would be able, in the course of time, to learn a
trade and provide for themselves, or at least have a better living
than relying on the charity of relatives and chance sympathisers.
Bookbinding was seen as one of several trades that could be
adapted for disabled workers This was chiefly at the instigation of
Mrs Arthur Rathbone, one of the family of Liverpool
nonconformist merchants and ship-owners who were known to
engage in philanthropy and public service.
‘As Mrs. Arnold Rathbone had considerable knowledge of
bookbinding and could help in supervising the work, it was
decided to try that trade. It seemed to have great advantages. It
offered opportunities for the training of boys and girls together.
The work was not so heavy as to tax the strength of the weaker
ones unduly. The different processes could be so graded as to
enable the unskilled and the skilled to work side by side.
Bookbinding seemed further to offer the pretty certain prospect
of enabling workers to gain a good livelihood after they had been
trained at the workshop, and to give scope for the exercise of any
artistic talent which might be found among them. Besides
invaluable help in advising and in superintending the work, Mrs.
Arnold Rathbone gave a large amount of the plant necessary for
bookbinding.’ [The Charity Organisation Review – Vol. 16, 1904].
There were some two boys and five girls involved in bookbinding
with ages ranging from sixteen to twenty-five under the instruction
of a Mr Manning by 1904 and the work continued at 97 Islington
until about 1908. How Mrs Rathbone came to have knowledge of
bookbinding is unknown, however as she had her own bookbinding
equipment to give to the Kyrle Society she would have been part
the circle of women described in Marianne Tidcombe. Women
Bookbinders, 1880-1920. The binding itself is a rather plain and solid
type of work, certainly well done and durable but also interesting as
a by-product of the women bookbinders movement.
Original Poems for Infant Minds by several young persons was originally published by Darton & Harvey in
1804, this edition being the first to be illustrated.
OCLC records two copies in the UK, at Cambridge and Nottingham, and four in North America, at Yale,
Colorado, Florida State and Whittier college. See Mrs. Frank Fletcher ‘The Kyrle Workshop for Cripples,
Liverpool.’ Charity Organisation Review, September 1904.

LIVELY

FIRST HAND OBSERVATIONS OF CUSTOMS AND MANNERS

76 THORNTON, Caroline. JOURNAL OF A TOUR to Holland, German, Switzerland and France.
[Various places]. 4th August - 13th September 1830.
£ 1,850

Manuscript in ink & pencil [72 x 112 mm], pp. 146, the first 16 pp.
in ink, the rest in pencil, all clearly legible, small pencil sketch of a
castle at end, original green straight-grained morocco gilt, all edges
gilt, a few small stains, brass fastening but lacks clasp. In very good
state of preservation.
A lively account of a tour by a 24-year old woman with her father
in 1830. With observations of the customs, manners of the people
encountered and the scenery of the country through which they
travelled, including the Prince of Coburg’s Minister of State, ‘a very
fine looking & gentlemanly man’, clothes, ‘the costume is very
pretty a bright red checked handkerchief is tied over the head, &
confines the hair’, the house where Joseph Latrobe stayed at in
Meyringen, ‘found his one eyed Tom cat had died of old age’, met
the ‘far famed musical Kerhli family’, etc. Holland. ‘To complete
the whole is a gent with a large red carbuncled nose who has
always a plan for every occasion, this is Farley [Charles Farley,
1771-1859, actor and dramatist] - he is very good humoured,
unobtrusive & harmless’. Switzerland. ‘Wednesday Aug. 25th
[1830]. At last we had to ascend a mountain by a zigzag road - &
overtook a pretty looking girl with a high basket filled with fruit.
Trotted up as merrily & easily as if the ground had been level - till
she came to a large stone. Rested her burden, & began to sing.
Papa had passed her, returned & made her repeat her song which she did in a very fine powerful voice.’
Caroline Thornton (1806-1877) came from a family of prominent
evangelists. Her father, Edward Norton Thornton, an undertaker,
moved the family to Clapham where they were closely associated
with the Clapham Sect of evangelists and Edward served on the
committee of the British and Foreign Bible Society. In the
following year Caroline married Josiah Iles Wathen, a solicitor
who embezzled moneys from a Thornton family trust and was
struck off.
Caroline also makes mention of her ‘Uncle Steinkopf’, Charles
Frederick Adolphus Steinkopf (1773-1859), Pastor of the Lutheran
church of St. Mary’s Savoy and another long-standing member of
the BFBS, and ‘Aunt Steinkopf’, Anne Thornton, wife of Charles
Steinkopf and co-founder with Elizabeth Fry of the Association for
the Reformation of the Female Prisoners in Newgate.

ELLEN TERRY’S

COPY

77 [TRADES]. LITTLE JACK OF ALL TRADES, with suitable representations. London: Printed for
Proprietors Darton and Harvey; And Sold By J. Harris. [Price One Shilling plain, Two Shillings
coloured]. H. Couchman, Printer, Throgmorton-street. [1804].
£ 950
FIRST EDITION. SECOND ISSUE. 12mo, pp. 48; illustrated with an engraving to title, and with 22 other
engraving with the text all nicely hand-coloured but possibly not as issued; cropped close in a couple of places,
just affecting a few letters, but no loss of sentence gist; with new end-papers inserted at rear to bulk out the
book; bound in contemporary sheep, sometime re-backed with gilt titling along the spine, the front pastedown
bears the signature of the actress Ellen Terry; a very good copy with an interesting provenance.
Rare first edition of this charming work on trades for children, with an unusual provenance.

‘A perusal of this work will convince my little readers, that industry is the source of private happiness and
public grandeur; for to it families owe their support, and nations the advantages of commerce. Commerce
unites men of all countries, and scatters plenty and variety over the earth, by diffusing those productions which
would otherwise be confined to their native soil. Society resembles a bee-hive, where, in producing a store of
sweets, all are employed - all live cheerfully - and whilst each individual works for the general good, the whole
community works for him. The baker supplies the bricklayer, the gardener, and the tailor, with bread, and they
in return provide him with shelter, food, and raiment; thus, though each person is dependent on the other, all
are independent’ (pp. 4-5).
After the address ‘from the Printer to his little readers’ some twenty one further trades are included: ‘The
Basket-Maker’; ‘The Carpenter’; ‘The Blacksmith’; ‘The Wheelwright’; ‘The Cabinet-Maker’; ‘The Mason’; ‘The
Boat-Builder’; ‘The Tinman’; ‘The Book-Binder’; ‘The Sawyer’; ‘The Miller’; ‘The Baker’; ‘The Brick-Maker’;
‘The Tallow-Chandler’; ‘The Gardener’; ‘The Turner’; ‘The Hatter’; ‘The Cooper’; ‘The Weaver’; ‘The ShowMaker’; and ‘The Trunk-Maker’.
Provenance: with the ownership signature of the leading English actress of the late
19th and early 20th centuries, Dame Ellen Terry (1847-1928), on front pastedown.
How Terry came by the work is unclear, but perhaps it was a gift relating to one of
her many roles.
The second issue only differs from the first by having no date on the title. A second
part was issued in the following year.
See Darton G221(2); OCLC records three copies in North America, at Indiana,
Fenimore Art Museum and The Morgan.

PRESENTED

BY A TEACHER TO THEIR PUPIL

78 [UNCLE HEART’S EASE]. THE LITTLE OLD WOMAN. London: Dean and Son, 31 Ludgate
Hill. - late 35 Threadneedle St. Printers, Lithographers, and Book and Print Publishers. [circa 1855].
£ 385
Large 8vo [24.8 x 16.7 cm], pp. [8], with verses printed on one side only together with a large hand-coloured
woodcut illustrating each stanza, some water staining; original decorated printed yellow wrappers, some stains
and rubbing, and backed in cloth, with contemporary presentation inscription in pencil ‘Presented to Delia Ells
by her teacher, H.R. Steele’ at head of title.
A much extended version of the nursery rhyme ‘There was an old woman, And what do you think’. The
earliest printing of the first stanza appears in Gammmer Gurton’s Garland of 1784, however a further seven
stanza’s have been added by Dean and Son including having ‘Had nothing to wear but Abundance of clothes’,
‘Had nothing to sit on But sofas and chairs’, ‘Had no house to live in, But one in the park’, ‘Never looked in
the glass, But she saw her own face’, ‘Had always bad health, when she was not well’, and finally ‘The Little Old
Woman, On dying, we find, Left nothing - except A large fortune, behind. So pity her fate, Gentle reader, and
say, Such women are not to be found every day.’

The attractive hand coloured illustration were cut by the important
Irish wood-engraver Benjamin Clayton II (1786-1862) who had moved
to London in 1841 and was to return to Dublin in 1856 not long after
producing this work for Dean & Son.
OCLC records two copies in the UK, at Newcastle and the National
Art library at the V&A, and two in North America, at Toronto Public
library and Guelph.

UTTERLY

FRIENDLESS… BUT A REMARKABLY HARDWORKING AND SWEET-TEMPERED GIRL

79 VICTORIA, QUEEN OF ENGLAND (1819-1901). WARRANT FOR THE RECEPTION OF
ANN GOOD into the refuge for the destitute at Dalston in the county of Middlesex [docket title].
Document signed ‘Victoria Reg’ and ‘Palmerston’. 29th June, 1854.
£ 850
Folio [32.5 x 20 cm], pp. 3, [1]; minor soiling, paper seal, the folds having skilful professional repairs, no losses;
unbound as issued, in very good state of preservation.
The interesting and tragic case of Ann Good, a domestic servant who was seduced and made pregnant by her
employer, and subsequently killed her new born infant by decapitation. She was found not guilty by reason of
insanity and sent by this warrant into detention as a criminal lunatic. As an interesting aside, Sir Thomas Noon
Talfourd (1795-1854), judge, politician and author, as well as friend of Dickens, who held a place of some
prominence in the legal, political and literary worlds, took a personal interest in the present sorry case.
‘Talfourd made copious notes on cases he heard as a judge at various criminal and nisi prius proceedings at
assize courts, including the Old Bailey. The criminal cases he heard included infanticide, murder, manslaughter,
rape, burglary and theft, assault, arson and bestiality. One of the most tragic was that of Ann Good of
Wallingford, a servant tried at Reading Assizes in March 1853 for decapitating her newborn child. She was

found “not guilty by reason of insanity”. Talfourd did
not believe that she was insane at the time of the
crime or thereafter, but because of the
circumstances of the case felt she should be “an
object of great compassion”. From his notes it is
clear he had great sympathy for Good and that he
felt the ultimate blame for her crime lay with her
employer, who had seduced her. Talfourd’s total
disapproval of the man comes through the trial
report he wrote for Lord Palmerston [then Home
Secretary in the Earl of Aberdeen’s government]:
“She was utterly friendless… but a remarkably
hardworking and sweet-tempered girl [whose]
seducer was her Master and that… he had
accomplished the ruin of her person by poisoning
her mind”. Talfourd reiterated the fact that although,
personally, he was not convinced of Good’s insanity,
he accepted the jury’s view and supported the
verdict, which meant she would be held at Her
Majesty’s pleasure as a criminal lunatic rather than
facing the death penalty’ (see Judgment in the
Victorian Age, edited by James Gregory, Daniel Grey
& Annika Bautz), 2019).

WEARING

THE COLOURS

80 [VOTES FOR WOMEN]. ORIGINAL EMBROIDERED BADGE, commissioned by the Women’s
Freedom League. [London, c. 1909].
£ 650
EMBROIDERED BADGE. Shield design [50 x 53 mm], with ‘Votes for Women’ to one half, initials ‘W.F.L.’ the
other, in the green, white and yellow colours of the Women’s Freedom League; in fine original condition.
Evocative memento of the Votes for Women campaign, being an embroidered badge issued by the Women’s
Freedom league, mainly for use of their members to be stitched on to clothes, but also any other item that
would draw attention to the cause - indeed we have recently seen a copy stitched to a cloth bag belonging to a
member, presumably used on marches, and perhaps to collect charitable donations.
‘The group was founded in 1907 by seventy-seven members of the Women’s Social and Political Union
(WSPU) including Teresa Billington-Greig, Charlotte Despard, Alice Schofield, Edith How-Martyn and
Margaret Nevinson. They disagreed with Christabel Pankhurst’s announcement that the WSPU’s annual
conference was cancelled and that future decisions would be taken by a committee which she would appoint.
The League also opposed violence in favour of non-violent forms of protest such as non-payment of taxes,
refusing to complete census forms and organising demonstrations, including members chaining themselves to
objects in the Houses of Parliament. It grew to over 4,000 members and published The Vote newspaper
weekly from 1909–1933. They continued their pacifism during the First World War, supporting the Women’s
Peace Council. On the outbreak of war, they suspended their campaigns and undertook voluntary work’
(Wikipedia).
There is a round enamelled badge, similar in design, which appeared as an advertisement in The Vote, on the
30th October 1909. It seems likely that the present badge was produced concurrently.

POKING

FUN AT THE GEOLOGY CRAZE

81 [WEBBER, Catherine Mary]. GEOLOGY FAMILIARLY ILLUSTRATED. by C. M. W.[cover
title]. London: Printed and Published by J. B. Goodinge, 21 Aldersgate Street. 1859.
£ 850
Lithographic strip panorama [13.5 x 326 cm overall], folding into thick board covers, consisting of six sheets
conjoined; the front cover has a label bearing the title, the artist, and drawings of two belemnites (internal
rods of extinct squids) flanking a trilobite (an extinct crustacean, common in early rocks), the panorama itself
consists of a geological cross-section, above which appear visual puns, related textual-puns, numbered, 1-31,
appear in the margins.
Webber was not a geologist but rather someone poking fun
at the popular craze for the subject during the late 1850s. The
geological section that runs along the bottom would appear to
have been inspired by the coloured plate of an idealised
section through the earths crust that appears in vol. II of
William Buckland’s Geology and Mineralogy Considered with
Reference to Natural Theology (London: William Pickering
1836), a book that attained a wide circulation.
Catherine Mary Webber (1831-1900) was the daughter of
Commander William Charles Webber and Catherine Mason.
In 1853 she married Anglican clergyman, the Rev. William
Fynes Webber, later Sub-Dean of St. Paul’s, at Spennithorne,
Yorkshire. Known to have contributed to the English
Woman’s Journal as ‘A Clergyman’s Wife’, Catherine was,
together with Maria Rye and Emily Davies, committed to the
Anglican wing of the Langham Place group latterly. However,
this group was dissolved when some of the members flirted
with, or indeed converted to, Roman Catholicism.

Catherine also helped found the Women’s Dress Association in 1872 where she became both treasurer and
secretary. Intrinsically their aim was to do away with ‘exaggerated and unhealthy styles’, but the idea seems to
have withered on the vine and was only to take root again through the likes of Anna Muthesius early in the
twentieth century. Her works illustrated by Webber include The Experiences of an Amateur Artist 1858 and
Miss Scratchley, an amateur in art and crinoline , 1863. We are unaware of any other works by Catherine, who
in her latter years lived in Oxford, but died at Dover on the 7th September 1900.
What is clear from her known works and writings is Catherine was both clever and had an eye for the absurd,
though sadly outlets for her work were probably somewhat prescribed by her station in life and contemporary
mores.
Abbey, Life, 607.

RARE

G R O U P O F C H I L D R E N ’ S B O O K S : ‘O U R N U R S E R I E S
ARE STORED WITH VERY LIBERAL PUBLICATIONS’

82 [WEST, Jane]. THE SORROWS OF SELFISHNESS, or the history of Miss Richmore. By Mrs.
Prudentia Homespun. London: Printed for T. N. Longman and O. Rees, Paternoster-Row; and J.
Harris, successor to E. Newbery, St. Paul’s Church-yard. 1802. FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. xvi, 92;
engraved frontispiece, partially handcoloured in a near contemporary hand; with the contemporary
ownership signature, ‘Anne Marriott, 1816’, at head of title.
[bound after:] [KILNER, Mary Ann]. JEMIMA PLACID; or, the advantage of good-nature… By S.S.
London: Printed and Sold by John Marshall, No. 140, Fleet Street. 1813. LATER EDITION. pp. iv, 72,
with frontispiece and six plates (one with minor loss to the blank margin); leaf C6 loose, cropped
close at foot in places but with no loss of text.
[bound after:] [KILNER, Mary Ann]. THE HAPPY FAMILY; or, memoirs of Mr. and Mrs. Norton:
intended to shew the delightful effects of filial obedience. London: Printed and Sold by John Marshall,
No. 140, Fleet Street. [n.d., c. 1813]. LATER EDITION. pp. vi, 7-66, [2] advertisements; with six
engraved plates (two with crude handcolouring), possibly lacking the frontispiece, though this later
edition may not have included it; cropped close in places, but with no loss of text.
[bound after:] [PEACOCK, Lucy]. PATTY PRIMROSE; or, the Parsonage House. By the author of “A
Visit for a Week,” &c. &c. London: Printed for Harvey and Darton, Gracechurch-street. 1821. Fourth
Edition. 12mo, pp. 90; with engraved frontispiece, crudely handcoloured and with light stain just
visible.
£ 1,500

Four works bound in one volume, collations as above; bound in contemporary half calf over mottled board
boards, spine ruled in gilt, some surface wear and rubbing to extremities, with the ownership signature of ‘E.
S. Marriott’ on front pastedown, the works evidently put together by the female members of the Marriott
family; a desirable collection.
Charming and rare group of children’s books by Mary Ann Kilner, Lucy Peacock, and perhaps most desirably,
Jane West, writing under her pseudonym, ‘Prudentia Homespun’.
Although West herself called The Sorrows of Selfishness a ‘remarkably pretty’ children’s book, it ‘reveals an
otherwise obscured link between discipline and physical violence by bringing the juvenile reader’s body in to
the text as the site of potential punishment. The narrator, Prudentia Homespun comments: “When any young
lady, in my own care, is so unfortunate as to be troubled with fits upon receiving any disappointment, I always
take as large a bundle of birch twigs as I can grasp in my hand, and, binding it tight with a piece of string, I apply
it with all my strength, till I bring her to her senses”’ (see Lisa Wood: Modes of Discipline, 2003, p. 63). The
Address to Parents is also particularly enlightening, including the following damning footnote: ‘Every serious
person must lament the striking alteration which has taken place in the fabricating of children’s books within
these few years; formerly the writers of these bagatelles remembered that they were addressing the offspring
of Christian parents. They frequently inforced their observations by quotations from scripture; they
recommended a punctual performance of religious duties; and they reminded their young readers, that they
were immortal beings. It is not from accident, but design, that these subjects are now avoided. Our nurseries
are stored with very liberal publications, equally adapted to the instruction of Jews, Turks, Pagans, or infidels.
No degree of cleverness in the composition, however, superlative it may be, can atone for this insuperable
contamination.’
Jane West (1758-1752), was a novelist, poet, playwright, and writer of conduct literature and educational
tracts. Her ‘conservative views on woman’s role are particularly strident in her popular conduct literature:
Letters to a Young Man (1801), written to her son and dedicated to Percy, went through six editions by 1818.
This was followed by Letters to a Young Lady (1806), which was dedicated to Queen Charlotte and addressed
to Miss Maunsell, who died in 1808. In many respects Letters to a Young Lady forms an ideological
counterpart to Mary Wollstonecraft’s Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792). Where Wollstonecraft
advocates ‘Rights’, West insists on ‘Duties’. However both, as feminist critics have pointed out, were involved
in the debate on the ‘Woman’s question’ and foregrounded the necessity of improved education for women,
although not for the same ends’ (Oxford DNB).
Also included in the volume are two later editions of works by Mary Ann Kilner (1753-1831), a prolific writer
of children’s books during the late eighteenth century. Together, she and her sister-in-law, Dorothy Kilner,
published over thirty books. Mary Ann published under the name “S.S.”, as evident on the title of Jemima
Placid, which stood for her home in Spital Square, London. Lucy Peacock (fl. 1785–1816) was an author,
editor, translator, bookseller and publisher of children’s books during the late eighteenth century. Her best
known work is The Adventures of the Six Princesses of Babylon, in Their Travels to the Temple of Virtue: an
allegory, which she published when she was seventeen years old.
I. Moon 974; OCLC records three copies in the UK, at Nottingham, the Bodleian and the BL, and one in
North America, at NYPL; II. OCLC records one copy of this edition, at the BL; III. OCLC records an 1807
edition collating the same as ours, but we believe ours is later; IV. Not in OCLC, which records 1810, 1813
and 1816 editions, all rare with only one or two locations.

‘WRITTEN

FOR THE

AUTHOR’S

OWN CHILDREN’

83 [WHATELY, Elizabeth Pope & BLANCO WHITE, Joseph]. REVERSES; or, Memoirs of the
Fairfax Family. London: Printed for B. Fellowes, Ludgate Street. 1833.
£ 285
FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. [iv], 264; with frontispiece and two engraved plates; bound in contemporary calf,
spine tooled in gilt with morocco label lettered in gilt.
Elizabeth Pope Whately (1795-1860) wrote and edited a number of fictional, religious and educational works,
though little of her writing appeared explicitly under her own name. She was also the wife of Richard Whately,
Anglican Archbishop of Dublin who also probably had some influence over her work.
However Reverses is possibly more interesting from the short fairy story inserted in the text ‘The History of
Norval’ which is by the Anglo-Spanish political thinker, theologian, and poet Joseph Blanco White (1775-1841).
White had been taken under the wing of Richard Whately, and became for a time tutor of the Whately
children when Richard became the Archbishop of Dublin in 1831. Blanco White’s text contains something
quite apart from Elizabeth’s more earthly subject, on emigration to Canada, the protagonist Norval comes
across a fairy ring and is taken by them to a mirrored hall. The tale includes magic potions, wands and
transformations etc., and introduces two poems on ‘The Cauldron Spell’ and the ‘The Fairy Ban’. Blanco White
must have devised this as an entertainment for the Whately children. One wonders if an earlier story within
the text on a ‘Changling’ was also penned by Blanco White, as indeed are two engravings in the volume.
In her introduction Whately informs her readers ‘The little Tale now offered to young people was written for
the Author’s own children, and with a view (beyond mere amusement) to the improvement and correction of
their moral tendencies. It is therefore believed that it may prove useful to others; or, at any rate, that it may
be placed on the list of books of amusement for young people, containing nothing objectionable,— a negative
recommendation, but one which has always had considerable weight with the Author in her choice of such
publications.’
It is noteworthy that Richard Whately wrote about emigrants in one of his early contributions to the
Quarterly Review. He no doubt had some hand or at least influence on the work as it concludes with the
Fairfax family emigrating to a new life in Canada.
OCLC records five copies worldwide, all in the UK, at Cambridge, BL, NLS, SOAS and the Bodleian; see
Martin Murphy, Blanco White: self-banished Spaniard, 1989.

‘T H E R E

IS A LIBRARY IN THE PRISON WHICH YOU SHOULD MAKE FULL USE OF’

84 [WOMEN PRISONERS]. NOTES FOR GUIDANCE OF PRISONERS Imprisonment (Women).
No. 145. (23161 - 21-10-49).

[Together with:] DISCIPLINE, PRIVILEGES, AND STAGE. Sentences of Imprisonment and corrective
training (Women). No. 137. (23167 - 2-11-49).
[Together with:] NOTES FOR GUIDANCE OF PRISONERS. Corrective training (Women). No.
1129. (23166 - 9-11-49).
[Together with:] NOTES FOR GUIDANCE. Untried Prisoners [Women]. No. 5W (23269 - 21-1-50).
[N.p., London?] [1949-1950].
£ 185
Together four broadsides, [33 x 20.5 cm], double hole punched at head, all but one with metal eye still
present, two with original string, some browning, but overall in very good original condition.
Rare survival of these four broadsides produced for the guidance and reference of women prisoners, designed
to be hung in women’s prisons throughout the UK in the mid-twentieth century.
The broadsides provide a wealth of information on the guidance of women prisoners and what was to be
expected of them, including ‘Letters and Visits’; ‘Clothing, bedding, personal cleanliness, etc.’; ‘Exercise’; ‘Cells
and cell equipment’; ‘Work’; ‘Education’; ‘Visitors’; ‘Religion’; ‘Discipline’ and ‘Other Offences and Previous
Convictions’. Of ‘Books and Periodicals’, the following is noted.
‘There is a library in the prison which you should make full use of. You will be told of the arrangements for
choosing and changing books. You may have approved books sent in by your friends, and have them in your
cell instead of library books (but not in addition) on condition that after you have had them for a reasonable
time they become the property of the Prison Library. Approved periodicals suitably bound will be counted as
books for this purpose.’

The End

82 West

